
Northern Dispensary Gets a New Life
By Brian J Pape, AIA, LEED-AP

In 1831, carpenter Henry Bayard and ma-
son John Tucker built a two-story brick 
building on a triangular plot of land at 
Grove Street and Waverly Place to house 
Greenwich Village’s free medical clinic, 
the Northern Dispensary. The clinic’s 
purpose, “To furnish medicine and medi-
cal attendance gratuitously, to such of the 
inhabitants as may be proper objects of 
this charity…,” is memorialized by a small 
limestone plaque over the main entry door 
of the building, inscribed “Heal the Sick.” 

The clinic served thousands of patients 
annually. When the number of patients 
continued to grow, the trustees added 
a third story to the building. The clinic 
served ten to twenty thousand patients a 
year in the second half of the 19th century, 
reportedly including Edgar Allan Poe who 
was treated for a head cold.

The Dispensary provided inpatient 
services until 1920; from 1920 to 1940 it 
provided mostly outpatient services. In 
the early 1940s, the clinic’s services in-
cluded medical and dental care, and then 
transitioned to outpatient dental care only. 

In 1986, playwright, novelist, and poet 
George Whitmore was refused treatment 
at the Dispensary because of his HIV+ sta-
tus. The city’s Human Rights Commission 
awarded him $47,000 in 1988, but instead 
of treating patients with HIV, the clinic 
announced it would close its doors in May, 
1989. 

The Roman Catholic Diocese of New 
York bought the building in 1990 and 
planned to turn it over to BRC Human 
Services for conversion into a 15-room 
single-room-occupancy space for home-
less people with AIDS, but that effort was 
eventually abandoned.

An original deed restriction requires that 
the building serve the poor and infirm, 
limiting other possible uses and occupants.

In 1998 the building was sold to Wil-
liam Gottlieb Real Estate, a well-known 
real estate investment firm that would end 
up owning about 100 properties in the 
West Village, the Meatpacking District, 
Chelsea, and the Lower East Side. Mr. 
William Gottlieb usually drove a beat-
up station wagon and carried documents 
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THE NORTHERN DISPENSARY, CA. 1831, above foreground at Grove Street and Waverly 
Place, provided inpatient services to the city’s poor and sick until May, 1989. It has sat 
vacant ever since, but now William Gottlieb Real Estate has offered the building to God’s 
Love We Deliver to expand its charitable services. Credit: Brian J. Pape.

  Notes From Away:
  Man in the Middle

By Tom Lamia

Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer 
was my classmate at Harvard Law School. 
Steve was also my model for brilliance 
without pretense. No one in that Kennedy 
era circle of the ambitious and talented 
seemed more able, or better directed to-
ward making a mark on the world. For a 
few weeks in the summer of 1963, Steve 

was a housemate of mine at Lincoln’s Inn, 
an eating club on the law school campus 
that had on its upper floor a few resident 
rooms for law students. The Inn was on the 
other side of Massachusetts Avenue from 
Gannett House, where the Harvard Law 
Review is edited and published by its stu-
dent members, who select, write and edit 
the notes and articles that appear in its 

eight issues published monthly from No-
vember to June. To get the job done the 
student editors arrive in mid-summer.

I was living at the Inn that August be-
cause I had returned to campus early to 
work with a professor compiling a survey 
of state property laws. Steve was then a 
rising third year student and the articles 

continued on page 5
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Thanks for the Memory...

Good Morning Dad,
45 years ago on this date, you took me 
to Yankee Stadium to see the Yankees 
play the Reds in the 1976 World Series. 
Thank you, it is a fond memory.

—Doric

Homelessness

Dear Editor,
In the article, “When No Place Is Home” 
in the October issue, Kieran Loughney ad-
vises readers to pray for homeless people.  I 
heartily second that directive.

Not yet the brightest bulb in any chan-
delier, I had to ask myself, “How do I pray?” 
While knowing well the version that, for 
example, Jesus taught his disciples, I still 
don’t entirely get it.

I, too, ask everyone to pray, including us 
boring Catlicks like myself.   Investigating 
the matter of prayer further, I read about 
the following.

Søren Kierkegaard, nineteenth cen-
tury Danish philosopher, once said, and 
was re-quoted by Archbishop Joseph 
Kurtz of Louisville, KY:  “Life is not so 
much a problem to be solved as a mystery 
to be lived.”  I think what Kierkegaard said 
might be applicable to homelessness as 
well.  To change slightly something similar 
said by Cardinal František Tomášek, 

Archbishop of Prague: “The one who 
acts for the Kingdom (substitute: “Home-
less”) does much, he said.  “The one who 
prays for the Kingdom (again: “Home-
less” ) does more.  

The one who suffers for the Kingdom 
(“Homeless”) does everything.”  

Finally, the NYT Book Review of Octo-
ber 10th started the article Dasani’s Story, 
by Matthew Desmond, with these two sen-
tences: “Best we can tell, there are 1.38 mil-
lion homeless schoolchildren in the United 
States. About one in 12 live in (N.Y.C.)…”  

—John F. Early 
Charles Street

Scams
The fact that George Capsis, a well-read 
individual, was hitherto unfamiliar with 
the types of scams that were attempted 
on him recently is scary. It shows just 
how large the opportunity still is for these 
crooks. But there is a broader issue that is 
quite sad: The corrosive impact on civil so-
ciety that comes when we must put armor 
around ourselves and be suspicious of ev-
ery outreach from a stranger. New Yorkers, 
while as generous in spirit as anyone, have 
long been cloaked in this armor.  I assume 
anyone who comes up to me on the street 
and starts talking to me is going to ask for 
money or be a crazy person or both. This is 
also a lament on race relations and my own 
racism. Why would a young black man 

have anything to say to me, an old white 
man?  I assume the worst.  Often, though, 
it’s just someone from out-of-town who 
needs directions.

I think the armor we all wear is justified 
but I wish it weren’t needed and I hope we 
all try to summon our better angels be-
cause so much cynicism strands us alone 
on our islands when we should be part of 
a community.

— Art Steinmetz 

Barrow Street 
Senior Center

Dear George:
I agree with Gary Friedman 1,000%!  (West-
View News Letter to the Editor October 2021 
about Greenwich House). We seniors do not 
need or want a “business center” to assist us 
with employment services.  What we want 
is a convenient place to take exercise classes 
and meet to socialize.

I’ve written to our new councilmember, 
Erik Bottcher (contact@erikbottcher.com), 
to ask for his assistance.   Where do we go 
from here?  Who makes the final decision 
regarding these changes?  Let’s bombard 
them with our complaints!!  Power to the 
Seniors!!

Anything you and/or your readers can do 
will be much appreciated.

Thank you.
—Linda Franklin

HALLOWEEEEEN'S spookie creatures in Abingdon Square. Photo by Maggie Berkvist.
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LIFETALK WITH ROBERTA RUSSELL:

Emergency Room Debacle 
in the Age of Lies

By Roberta Russell

On Friday, October 1st, I pushed my blue 
metal shopping cart in front of me, carry-
ing 250 dollars-worth of carefully boxed, 
fake greenery, bought to cover a prison-like 
chain linked fence, recently installed by my 
landlord to enclose my expansive penthouse 
terrace. The fake vine looked tacky and did 
not restore the privacy of the 47-year succes-
sion of wooden picket fences that I preferred. 
When I asked to return the fence-cover to 
the vendor in China, they graciously assured 
me of my money back in a month with only 
20 dollars in return shipping costs. That cost 
turned out to be closer to 400 dollars at UPS. 
On advice from the UPS clerk, I pressed on 
to the nearby FDR Post Office, rising dubi-
ously to its second floor on a very long escala-
tor, frustrated and thoughtlessly preceded by 
my heavy carton-laden shopping cart. 

When I reached the top, I was suddenly 
thrown backwards. The cart fell back on me, 
instead of rolling off the escalator. A woman 
behind me, where the cart should have been, 
stopped my fall and helped me up. Blood 
dripped from my newly-frozen, now esca-
lator-tracked right arm and deeply cut el-
bow. My shoulder bulging, I thought it had 
been dislocated, but an x-ray revealed that 
my humerus was severely broken. I waited 
on a bench with graciously-offered paper 
towels from one of the few remaining postal 
employees, stemming the steady blood flow, 
dripping copiously on the floor and bench. 
A uniformed officer, apparently assigned to 
watch over me until the ambulance arrived, 
hovered and took my picture at my request. 

He mentioned a hidden elevator, pre-
sumably for next time. For your informa-
tion, in the aftermath I found that it is not 
to be found from the entrance floor.

An ambulance came. I confidently chose 
Weill Cornell’s ER, a first-class place, only 
blocks away. Duly delivered and decanted 
by wheelchair, wounds wrapped in gauze, 
without the benefit of an antiseptic, I was 
delivered promptly to the ER. Having ar-
ranged for my cart and carton to be picked 

up by my neighbor, Jack Walker, while 
waiting at the post office, I imagined that I 
was in control, in spite of my fool’s mission. 

Then reality hit. Placed at the overflow-
ing ER on a gurney, in a passage way, with 
no curtain for privacy and no stitches for 
my seeping elbow cut—after four hours 
you cannot get stitches—no food, no water, 
no consistently accountable attendant, and 
an IV installed in my left arm, in case an 
operation was needed, time passed. Wait-
ing for an X-ray to be taken, then read, 
two professionals, perhaps a nurse, with 
assistant, arrived and pulled the now-stuck 
gauze from my wounds and poured iodine-
solution directly on them. With blank 
burned-out expressions and the explana-
tion that the ambulance team do not dis-
infect the wounds, they moved on. Blood, 
x-rays, seven CT scans and a COVID test 
were taken, but reports of the eleven tests 
came much later or not at all. Triage dictates 
that the most threatened go first. Everyone, 
except the night cleaner seemed overworked 
and stressed. The night cleaner, a ray of sun-
shine, waltzed through the ER, obliviously 
singing to herself in a dance with the floor 
mop, the imaginary partner she embraced.

After spending 24 hours at Weill Cor-
nell’s ER, in a hallway, I was unceremoni-
ously dismissed by a doctor and told to go 
home. He declared, without explanation, 
that no operation was needed, after all. 

Debra Gabriel, an angelic aide, was as-
signed to escort me out by wheelchair 
and help me into a cab. She was the first 
to comfort me with ice for my swollen, 
still bleeding, now bandaged and braced 
wounds. She brought me ice bags for home. 
She even helped me get an Uber, when no 
cabs emerged at 5 AM on a Saturday. She 
cared. She paid attention. 

I have spent the last twenty days railing 
against the deterioration of what I expected 
an emergency room visit to be. A young 
John’s Hopkin’s nurse,who also had experi-
ence in emergency care as an EMS, told me 
that this was the norm now for hospital care 
throughout the USA. Many nurses have 
burnt out and quit. They and other missing 
staff need to be courted and incentivized.

But here’s the pay-off for my medical 
misfortunes:

The travails of COVID, the decline in the 
work force and the failure of my doctor to 
secure a visiting nurse for me have given rise 
to a new search for meaning, a regrouping. 
I called upon those who care for me. My 
attorney-friend Mark, visited and recom-
mended Marianela, a cousin of his office as-
sistant, who worked cleaning a beauty salon 
two days a week, but is in essence a com-
passionate and gifted healer, originally from 
Ecuador. She came to me joyfully when I 
needed her. She bathed me and buffed my 
nails, applying arnica, aloe and healing lo-

tion to my wounded skin. She accompanied 
me to the doctor, learned how to change my 
bandages every day and soothed me with a 
cup of green tea and honey. 

Marianela has graciously allowed me 
to share her with my friend who is being 
released from open heart surgery at NYU 

Langone where crucial and compassion-
ate after-care were apparently also in short 
supply. 

Athough it may take me 12 weeks to com-
pletely heal, I am better every day and very 
happy. For me a quantum of care is the elixir 
of the gods.
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around in a shopping bag, but regardless 
of his eccentricities, he was sort of an ac-
cidental preservationist. He generally pro-
vided minimum maintenance, and kept the 
buildings’ appearances the way he found 
them, including old signage advertising 
long-gone users and businesses, such as the 
Keller Hotel sign and the Meier & Oelhaf 
Co. Marine Repair sign on Christopher 
Street. After his death in 1999, Mr. Got-
tlieb’s estate was controlled by his nephew 
Neil Bender and his wife Marika. 

The Bender family started supporting 
the charity God’s Love We Deliver, found-
ed in 1986 to serve homebound AIDS 
patients, but has broadened its mission, 
and has brought on additional casework-
ers and nutritionists. This has squeezed 
the nonprofit’s Sixth Avenue and Spring 
Street headquarters for space; when the 
pandemic hit, the number of daily meals 
it was producing had increased by 2,500.

At that point the Benders offered the 

Northern Dispensary for God’s Love We 
Deliver expansion goals. The monthly rent 
of $5,800, a fraction of what this much 
space would draw on the open market, has 
allowed the charity to upgrade the space 
and serve more people. Meals will con-
tinue to be prepared and distributed from 
the SoHo location, not the Dispensary. 
Despite its name, there is no religious af-
filiation for God’s Love We Deliver.

According to an in-depth New York 
Times article by Jane Margolies, Ms. Pearl 
of God’s Love We Deliver said, “It just 
feels right to be in a place whose history 
was a place to heal the sick.”

Brian J. Pape is a LEED-AP “green” archi-
tect consulting in private practice. He serves 
on the Manhattan District 2 Community 
Board Landmarks Committee and Quality of 
Life Committee, and is also co-chair of the 
American Institute of Architects NY Design 
for Aging Committee, a member of AIANY 
Historic Buildings Committee, and a jour-
nalist specializing in architecture subjects.

Dispensary continued from page 1
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AUTHOR ROBERTA RUSSELL, above, with a 
bloodied and broken arm after an escalator 
accident. Photo courtesy of Roberta Russell.
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The Campaign Against Lawless Motorcycles Begins
By Committee Against  
Lawless Motorcycles 

Just when New Yorkers were adapting to 
the ubiquity and legalization of electric bi-
cycles (e-bikes), another invasion of bigger 
badder machines has taken our streets, bike 
paths, and sidewalks by storm.

On June 4th, actress Lisa Banes, 65, was 
run down by a “scooter” in a crosswalk near 
Lincoln Center and later died. In another in-
cident, in Corona, Queens, gunmen shot up 
a street corner, speeding away on “scooters.” 

Really, cute “scooters?” Let’s stop fooling 
ourselves. What the press calls “scooters” are 
one form or other of lawless motorcycles 
driven without plates, registration, or insur-
ance. Many of these are electric, but count-
less others are noisy gas-powered machines 
reaching speeds over 40 miles per hour. 

Let’s be clear. These products are not 
“e-bikes.” E-bikes have pedals and cannot 
legally exceed 25 miles per hour or have 
more than a 750-watt motor. Police once 
impounded many e-bikes. But taking away 
the delivery workers’ means of making a 
living created a public relations debacle for 
Mayor de Blasio. When the pandemic hit, 
the New York City Council legalized many 
classes of e-bikes as delivery workers be-
came front line heroes.

Recently, certain businesses started sell-
ing faster, bigger, illegal machines in the 

tens of thousands, telling purchasers they 
were street legal, with no registration, no 
plate, and no insurance required. Check 
out Fly E-Bikes, with multiple stores in 
NYC, or Fly Wing E-Bikes (flywingny.
com) in Brooklyn. Right here in the West 
Village, the Last Mile, located on the east 
side of West 4th Street at Perry Street, has 
these lawless motorcycles lined up in the 
window. These are just a few stores and 

there are more to come. (Fly E-Bikes even 
offers franchise stores.) Most machines 
are coming from China, with a few com-
ing from European and US manufacturers. 
The dealers often market these products as 
“e-bikes,” though they are motorcycles and 
have no pedals. The wrap-around helmet 
completes the package, ensuring drivers 
cannot be identified. 

It’s hard not be impressed by the advanc-

ing innovation and technology of these 
products. But advancing toward what? A 
Mad Max/Blade Runner future is being 
foisted upon us despite the NYC Admin-
istrative Code that bans the sale and use of 
motorized scooters, which are defined as 
“any wheeled device that has handlebars, 
that is designed to be stood on or sat upon by 
the operator, is powered by an electric mo-
tor or by a gasoline motor that is capable of 
propelling the device without human power, 
and is not capable of being registered with 
the New York State Department of Motor 
Vehicles.” The definition was amended last 
year to exempt electrical bicycles. 

The Department of Consumer Affairs 
and Worker Protection can fine sellers 
$1,000 per unit in stores for the first vio-
lation, and $2,000 per unit for the second 
violation. Why is this agency not using its 
power to enforce the law? The NYPD can 
ticket drivers and impound the machines. 
Why is the NYPD not doing this? Has the 
mayor told these agencies, which exist to 
protect and serve the public, to stand down 
and not do their jobs? Moreover, why is the 
media not covering the lawless motorcycle 
menace?

Unless action is taken quickly, what is 
presently a public menace will quickly 
morph into mayhem. Visit calmny.org for 
more details. 

WHAT THE PRESS CALLS "SCOOTERS" are one form or other of lawless motorcycles 
driven without plates, registration or insurance. Photo credit: NY CALM Archive. 

Local Progressive Group Reorganizes
By Penny Mintz

When the election results were confirmed 
on November 3, 2016, I, for one, went 
into mourning. For years I wore nothing 
but black. And indeed, Trump’s election 
turned out to be more ominous than any-
one imagined. We came close to nuclear 
conflagration in North Korea, and ongoing 
efforts to overthrow the government, rein-
stall Trump, and end our “democratic ex-
periment” are still very much alive. Here’s a 
scary thought: he may prevail in 2024.

One effect of that horrible election, 
however, was that the progressive move-
ment became energized. Here in New York 
State, the New York Progressive Action 
Network (NYPAN) had recently formed, 
and its local chapter, Progressive Action of 
Lower Manhattan (PALM), soon began to 
take shape. According to Arthur Schwartz, 
NYPAN’s political director and one of its 
founders, the organization was created by 
Bernie Sanders delegates soon after his 
loss to Hillary Clinton at the 2016 Demo-
cratic convention. These New York del-
egates wanted to keep Bernie’s issues and 
grassroots approach to politics alive. NY-
PAN, says Schwartz, was really a reaction 
to Andrew Cuomo and his policies. When 
the New York Bernie delegates had begun 

organizing, they’d expected Clinton to win 
the general election, not Trump.

By the time PALM started meeting, how-
ever, Trump had already been elected, and 
the stunned PALM members were looking 
for ways to keep local government respon-
sive to the needs of local people. “We met 
and decided to focus our work on keeping 
Beth Israel Hospital open, on passing the 
New York Health Act, and on increasing 
school education funding,” says Schwartz.

PALM played a big role in keeping 
Mount Sinai from closing Beth Israel 
Hospital. NYPAN was instrumental in 
the 2018 election wins that replaced most 
of the State senators who, although being 
Democrats, caucused and voted with the 
Republicans. Those faux Democrats had 
kept power in Albany in the hands of the 
Republicans despite the Democrats’ elec-
toral majority. 

Even with those successes, NYPAN is 
reorganizing. It is now forming a Manhat-
tan-wide chapter called Manhattan Pro-
gressive Action Network (MPAN).

George Albro, co-chair of NYPAN, 
“enthusiastically” supports the creation of 
MPAN. “This organizational initiative,” 
Albro explained, “brings together progres-
sives and activists who share legislative 

and electoral goals. While local groups are 
important to fight local struggles, a larger 
forum is necessary to achieve larger goals, 
like enacting the New York Health Act, or 
endorsing a borough president, or working 
to elect a progressive governor.” 

Albro makes a valid point. Manhattan-
wide candidate endorsements have been 
tricky for NYPAN. Under NYPAN’s by-
laws, all local chapters must agree on bor-
ough-wide or county-wide political candi-
dates before the parent group can endorse. 
Since some of the four Manhattan chapters 
declined to endorse last year, the state or-
ganization was unable to take a position 
on the candidates for Manhattan borough 
president. Some local chapters made their 
own endorsements, but these actions lacked 
the impact of a full NYPAN endorsement. 

The MPAN launch is scheduled for 
mid-November. Schwartz anticipates that 
MPAN will take charge of the monthly 
meetings of the four currently existing 
NYPAN Manhattan chapters, which will 
automatically become members of MPAN, 
because the expected size of MPAN’s 
membership will attract interesting and 
exciting speakers. Due to the size of the 
membership area, these meetings will only 
be conducted virtually. 

For the time being, three of the four 
existing groups have chosen to continue 
to meet as NYPAN chapters. One is un-
decided. PALM plans to continue its own 
meetings.

GEORGE ALBRO, co-chair of the statewide 
NYPAN organization, is enthusiastic about the 
creation of the new Manhattan chapter. Ac-
cording to Albro, most of the chapters in the 
state are already county-wide, and Brooklyn 
and Queens are contemplating creating similar 
structures. Photo: George Albro.
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editor of the Law Review. With sole re-
sponsibility for the content of what was 
(and is still) the country’s pre-eminent 
legal periodical, the Review editors had 
no time to waste. Their Sisyphean ef-
forts on the Review would not end until 
June when the last issue was out the door. 
When I saw Steve it was only in passing. 
He and the few other Review members 
then quartered at Lincoln’s Inn were at 
Gannett House from daylight to past 
midnight each day, wholly engaged in 
their reading, writing and editing tasks.

However, on one occasion, I found 
myself included in a conversation be-
tween Steve and a visiting uncle in a 
sitting room at the Inn that is even now 
memorable. I will have more on that in a 
moment.

Steve grew up in San Francisco, went 
to Lowell High School and to Stanford. 
He was a Californian and proud of it. 

Early in his time at Harvard, Steve 
engaged a visiting California congress-
man, John Rousselot, a John Birch So-
ciety member, in an impromptu debate 
in a dining hall where the congressman 
was speaking to students. From the au-
dience, Steve asked Congressman Rous-
selot a question that immediately led to 
an entertaining and thoughtful back and 
forth on political philosophy that went 
on long enough that I, who was only hav-
ing lunch and not there for the Rousselot 
event, was drawn to the discussion. I was 
not alone. Soon the room was full of law 
students, grad students and faculty. This 
was a first year law student quietly but 
authoritatively pinning to a verbal wall a 
paragon of the extreme right wing of the 
Republican Party. After that everyone 
knew who Steve Breyer was. 

The after dinner conversation between 
Steve and his uncle (a philosophy profes-
sor as I now recall) took place two years 
later. It was no less impressive, although 
different in tone and content. This was 
a thoughtful, purposeful, respectful, sin-
cere and thorough conversation, on both 
sides, searching and serious. A literal 
passing of the torch of wisdom between 
generations.

Now Steve Breyer, Supreme Court Jus-
tice, is in the middle of an uncomfortable 
public discussion not of his making. In 
this discussion, well-intentioned Demo-
crats are suggesting that Justice Breyer 
tender his resignation so that this Demo-
cratic President can nominate a younger 
successor. Idiocy, I say and here’s why. 

First, finding a candidate of Breyer’s 
quality and abilities, notably those com-
ing from his long service as a Supreme 
Court justice (27 years), federal circuit 
court judge (14 years), Harvard Law and 
Kennedy School professor, overlapping 
with high level U.S. Government posi-
tions, including Chief Counsel to the 
Senate Judiciary Committee (14 years) 
would be difficult and could raise internal 
divisions among Democrats. 

Second, Steve Breyer is omnivorous 
in his interests and depth of learning. 
He has a robust interest in architecture, 
literature, history and family life. He is 
practical, well liked among the justices 
and a dedicated institutionalist.  His 
most recent book, The Authority of the 
Court and the Peril of Politics (Harvard 
University Press, 2021), is a blueprint for 
saving the Court and our democracy and 
is eminently readable. 

Third, intervening events would al-
most certainly defeat the purpose. Would 
a future justice chosen for ideological or 
political purity remain so? Would any 
such justice be as protective of the Court’s 
reputation for fairness and justice? Would 
any such nominee be confirmed? Would 
any such justice be effective in bridging 
jurisprudential differences, or political 
differences? Justice Breyer is non-politi-
cal and non-partisan, but not unaware or 
unskilled in such matters.

Fourth, Justice Breyer’s influence on 
the Court is exceptional. His Solomonic 
presence, capacity for humor and broad 
intellectual heft give him credibility 
among the justices and assures that a full 
accounting of principles, consequences 
and outcomes is applied in every case.

The greatest danger to our democracy 
is not from a possible political or jurispru-
dential rigidity in any individual justice, 
but from a loss of respect for and accep-
tance of the Court as an institution. The 
Court lacks the power of the “sword or 
the purse,” as Hamilton wrote. For its de-
cisions to be accepted by the people, the 
Court must have the confidence of the 
other branches of government and of the 
people. It is no small thing to fuss with 
the structure of the Court. The people 
will not like it if that impression is given. 
Ask FDR.  Enough fodder for doubt has 
already been given by Republican maneu-
verings under Trump and McConnell.  

There has been a substantial erosion 
of confidence in the federal government 
over the past sixty years—trust “all or 
most of the time” has fallen from 73% in 
1958 to 19% in 2019, according to Pew 
Research. Yet, Pew has also found that a 
“favorable view” of the Court continued 
at much the same level from 1985 (64%) 
to 2019 (62%). So far, so good; but how 
shaky is that public acceptance in light 
of this continuing drop in trust of the 
government as a whole? Perceived efforts 
to manipulate Court membership to 
achieve political purposes would further 
endanger a Court already suffering from 
a perceived abuse of power in the nomi-
nation and confirmation process. 

Steve Breyer and I are the same age. 
I had dinner with him a year ago at our 
law school reunion. I also was present for 
a speech he delivered on that occasion. 
I am fully confident of his continuing 
physical and intellectual vigor. He will 
know when it is time to retire. Until then, 
let us all take comfort in his presence on 
the Court and in his ability to bend its 
deliberations toward Justice.  

Breyer continued from page 1

As a long time West Village resident and a Real Estate Broker  
with over 20 years of experience working with buyers and  
sellers, I’m proud to let my reviews speak for themselves!

Frank Veilson
Lic. as Francis H Veilson | Lic. Associate RE Broker
m 646.734.2314 | o 212.444.7863
frank.veilson@corcoran.com

Real estate agents affiliated with The Corcoran Group are independent contractor sales associates and 
are not employees of The Corcoran Group. Equal Housing Opportunity. The Corcoran Group is a licensed 
real estate broker located at 590 Madison Ave, NY, NY 10022. All information furnished regarding property 
for sale or rent or regarding financing is from sources deemed reliable, but Corcoran makes no warranty or 
representation as to the accuracy thereof. All property information is presented subject to errors, omissions, 
price changes, changed property conditions, and withdrawal of the property from the market, without notice. 

290 West 11th Street, Apt 4B $849K
Multiple Bids/Accepted Offer Over Asking! 
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Welcome Mayor Adams!

By Arthur Schwartz

We have a new Mayor (or at least a Mayor–
elect) by the time you read this. 

His name, if you missed it, is Eric Adams.
Over the last few weeks, as the media 

resumes paying attention to local politics, 
writers have been trying to figure out who 
exactly Eric Adams is. The NY Post char-
acterization of him as a “law and order 
centrist” has worn thin, because that’s not 
who he is. 

I spoke at an Adams Fundraiser early in 
October, and in front of him, I said, “You 
cannot put Eric Adams in a niche. He 
is a complex person, who, as he says, has 
‘walked the walk.’ ” He led the applause 
(before calling me his “brother from an-
other mother”).

One thing Eric Adams isn’t; he isn’t Bill 
de Blasio. Many, including me, thought that 
Bill de Blasio would be a great bastion of 
progressive change in NYC, after 12 years 
of Emperor Bloomberg, and his predeces-

sor, Rudy (can you believe he was our Mayor 
for eight years!). But de Blasio didn’t shake 
out so great, and may leave as the least pop-
ular Mayor ever. He wasn’t real. He hadn’t 
battled to survive in his life, and eventually 
identified with the City’s elite. Eric Adams 
has battled to get where he is.

Yes, Eric Adams was a cop. (He even 
spent many years in the 6th Precinct!) But 
he was a cop who signed up as part of an ef-
fort spearheaded by Rev. Herbert Daughtry 
to combat racism from within the NYPD. 
He started a civil rights group while in the 
NYPD. He did not abide by the “blue wall 
of silence.” When a woman named Eleanor 
Bumpers was brutally shot in the Bronx by a 
cop with a 12-gauge shotgun, Eric Adams, 
then a Sergeant, spoke out. When Abner 
Louima was sodomized in a precinct cell, 
Adams denounced it—he was a Captain. 
He speaks about how when he would enter 
a room full of officers, everyone would move 
to the other side. Once, his car was shot at, 
and he was sure it was by a cop.

Eric Adams is the son of two poor im-

migrants, raised mostly by his mom, who 
cleaned houses to survive. He talks about 
how he brought a bag of clothes to school 
each day just in case his family was evicted. 
His mom saved enough to buy a house in 
Queens, but Eric was a horrible student. 
He graduated Bayside HS with a D aver-
age. His mom got him to go to Commu-
nity College at night; there he learned that 
he was dyslexic. He went on to graduate 
from John Jay College with an A average, 
and went on to earn a Masters Degree in 
government administration.

At age 14, Adams joined a gang called 
the 7-Crowns. He would run errands and 
hold money for local hustlers. Once he stole 
a TV from one of his “employers” because 
he wasn’t paid. He got arrested, was brought 
down to the basement of the precinct, and 
was kicked so hard he pissed blood for 
weeks. He spent some time in the Spofford 
Juvenile Center before being sentenced to 
probation. But he suffered from PTSD for 
years. His response was to join the NYPD.

In an interview in the Wall Street Jour-

nal published on September 4, Adams was 
quoted as saying this about the police: “On 
day one, I’ll go from borough to borough 
and have focus groups with my police of-
ficers and say, ‘It’s time to hit the reset but-
ton. We need each other, the community, 
and the police, and we want to rebuild trust. 
Trust means racial sensitivity. There’s a lot 
of deep wounds and scars and we really need 
to confront this.” He vowed to “rid the de-
partment of those who tarnish the shield 
and the nobility of public protection.”

At the fundraiser, Borough President 
Adams spoke about crime. He pointed 
out that 35% of the prisoners at Rikers 
have mental health disorders, and that 
25% had learning disabilities. His answer 
wasn’t more jails. He said, “We need to ad-
dress the problem of crime at its roots. Just 
throwing people in jail won’t do that.”

Will he work hard? When the worst 
days of COVID were here, just 18 months 
ago, Eric Adams, then Brooklyn Borough 
President, set up a cot in Borough Hall and 
directed operations from his office 24 hours 
a day, seven days a week. He lived the crisis 
along with the essential workforce. When 
9-11 happened, he ran right down to the 
collapsed structure and was in charge of the 
officers at the scene.

Eric was an early proponent of marriage 
equality, voting for it three times as a State 
Senator until it became law. He was a vo-
cal opponent of NYPD’s “stop and frisk” 
policy, and was a strong critic of the lack 
of prosecution in the NYPD killing of Eric 
Garner. As Borough President he fought 
hard to build genuinely affordable hous-
ing. He supports making community col-
leges free, and he recently announced that 
he would restore the gifted and talented 
program that de Blasio irresponsibly cut on 
his way out the door. He also supports re-
quiring COVID vaccinations for all school 
children now that the FDA has approved 
the vaccines for children.

And then there is his life as a vegan. He 
chose to deal with a serious diagnosis of 
type two diabetes in 2016—he was losing 
his vision—by adopting a plant-based diet. 
He has fought to ban processed meat from 
City schools. If  “you are what you eat,” 
Eric will be a force.

He sounds like quite a different kind of 
Mayor, doesn’t he. I am excited about the 
next four years.

Arthur Schwartz is the Democratic District 
Leader in Greenwich Village.

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ INTRODUCED ERIC ADAMS at an October 5th fundraiser in Harlem. Photo credit: Corey Ortega.
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charles.summers@compass.com
M: 917.376.1648

Is now the time 
to sell your home?
Is now the time 
to grab a great pad?

Charles Summers is a real estate associate broker affiliated with Compass. 
Compass is a licensed real estate broker and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. 

Find an agent with decades of downtown 
experience and hundreds of satisfied 
buyers, sellers, investors, and renters.  

Call Charlie Summers, 
proud West Village resident since 1985.

Community Building to Rise from  
Ashes at 70 Mulberry Street 
By Brian J. Pape, AIA, LEED-AP

 A cultural and community hub called the “Heart of Chi-
natown” was severely damaged by a fire on January 23, 
2020, which reportedly started on the fifth floor. The 
building was home to five community and cultural or-
ganizations, all of which served essential needs of the 
community and would be sorely missed during these 
pandemic times.

In the aftermath of the fire, it would have been easy to 
call for demolition of the ruins, but given the historic and 
social importance of the building, the city wisely explored 
other options. The building has an address of 70 Mul-
berry Street; it was constructed in 1893 as Public School 
23—designed by school superintendent and architect 
Charles B. J. Snyder, as a fortress-like Romanesque and 
Renaissance Revival styled brick school on a rusticated 
brownstone ashlar base. The building was listed in the 
National Register of Historic Places on February 12, 
2010, and is located within the Chinatown and Little 
Italy Historic District.

70 Mulberry Street was a five-story building on the 
corner of Mulberry and Bayard Streets, with an iconic 
stair tower at the corner which connects the southern and 
western elevation wings, and a brownstone entry for each 
elevation. Fortunately, the stair tower and the first two 
floors were salvaged. The first floor features wood floor-
ing supported by a tile arch system that consists of hollow 
clay tiles arranged to form a flat arch between the steel 
support beams. The interior second floor of the building 
is supported by a series of cast iron columns, steel girders, 
and wood joists. 

The five stories and full basement had 13,350 sq. ft. 
per floor, was a walk-up with no elevator, and had not 
complied with any accessibility requirements. Main ten-
ants had consisted of the Chen Dance Studios, United 
East Athletic Association, Chinatown Manpower Asso-
ciation, the Department of Aging Senior Center, and the 
Museum of Chinese Americans (that will be welcomed 

back after rebuilding is completed).
Since the fire in January, 2020, the City of New York 

formed a 70 Mulberry Advisory Committee that includ-
ed the building’s tenants, representatives appointed by the 
community board, and local elected officials in a commu-
nity visioning process that featured a community survey 
and a series of public forums and events. 

The community engagement also included a preserva-
tion assessment of the condition of the building’s façade 
to gather recommendations for its repair. According to 
the Department of Citywide Administrative Services 
(DCAS), the city first hired LiRo Architects & Planners 
PC and LiRo Engineers, Inc. to perform a visual assess-
ment in June, 2020. Based on that assessment, Mayor de 
Blasio committed $80 million in July, 2020, to help rebuild 
the structure. The next step was to hire Jablonski Building 
Conservation, Inc. ( JBC), working with Ronnette Riley 
Architect to perform a more in-depth façade condition as-
sessment, which was completed in March, 2021. 

The city-owned building restoration will include: over 
50,000 square feet of space for returning tenants, a new 
gymnasium to provide recreation space to the commu-
nity, over 6,500 square feet of additional office and tenant 
spaces, building enhancements to ensure greater accessi-
bility, and restoring the building’s façade appearance. 

In October, Mayor de Blasio committed another $90 
million for work to be completed in 2027, at the earliest, 
due to coordination among various agencies and various 
sign-offs, a public bidding process, budgetary allocations, 
and the need for political support. 

Brian J. Pape is a LEED-AP “green” architect consulting 
in private practice. He serves on the Manhattan District 
2 Community Board Landmarks Committee and Qual-
ity of Life Committee, and is also co-chair of the American 
Institute of Architects NY Design for Aging Committee, a 
member of AIANY Historic buildings Committee, and 
a journalist specializing in architecture subjects.

A FIRE ON JANUARY 23, 2020 devastated a cultural and 
community hub, shown in this view from Columbus Park, 
southwest of Mulberry and Bayard Streets in Chinatown. 
The city has promised to restore the building to its former 
glory and purpose. Credit: Brian J. Pape, AIA.

PS 23 MANHATTAN, July 22, 1929. Credit: BOE 3276, NYC 
Board of  Education Collection, NYC Municipal Archives. 
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Heroes Fight Like Greeks: Remembering Oxi Day 
By Anastasia Kaliabakos

Nowadays, Greece is known for its beautiful islands, sandy 
beaches, and ancient ruins. It is one of the most popular 
vacation destinations in the world, and there is no one I 
know who doesn’t like Greek food. But Greece is so much 
more than those things—it is the birthplace of democracy, 
the system of government we follow here in the United 
States; Greece was the epicenter of ancient Western phi-
losophy and produced famous thinkers such as Socrates, 
Plato, and Aristotle; the Hippocratic Oath was developed 
there, which modern doctors still swear by to this day; it 
has been the home to fierce warriors since ancient times, 
from the Spartans to the legendary heroes of the Greek 
Revolution and the soldiers who fought during the Second 
World War. It is the latter group, whose heroics deserve 
to be glorified and remembered, that I write about in this 
article. 

For Greeks, October 28th is a very important day. I went 
to Greek school as a child and learned why it is signifi-
cant. October 28th, called “Oxi Day” (pronounced “ohi”) 
is the day when we remember the glorious “NO” from 
the Greeks to the Italians, who were then part of Hitler’s 
Axis powers. This event symbolizes the perseverance and 
strength of the Greeks and is celebrated nationwide each 
year with immense pride and nostalgia.

Decades before the first Oxi Day, relations between 
Greece and Italy had become volatile due to interest in 
territories they both laid claim to, such as the island of 
Corfu and the Dodecanese islands. In 1938, Prime Min-
ister Venizelos of Greece signed a “friendship agreement” 
with Italy that served to calm the waters a bit; however, 
the beginning of the Second World War in 1939 shook up 
the newly stabilized relationship between the two nations.

In April 1939, the Italian army invaded Albania, which 
is located to the north of mainland Greece. The king and 
his family fled to Greece as the country fell and the Ital-
ians seized control, making the Italian King, Victor Em-
manuel III, the new king of an Albania united with Italy. 
This caused great tension in Greece, even though Britain 
and France promised to protect it from Italian aggression. 
However, the Italians were undeterred by the promises of 
the allies and made many advances into Greece, attack-
ing the navy. Under Prime Minister Ioannis Metaxas, the 
Greeks began to prepare for a war. Metaxas declared a state 
of emergency in Greece and suspended the Parliament, ef-
fectively becoming “dictator” during the rest of his leader-
ship. Although this action made him controversial (and 
can allow people to draw comparisons with the infamous 
Julius Caesar), his actions on October 28th undoubtedly 
contributed to the victory of the Allied powers.

Benito Mussolini, the fascist dictator of Italy, sent word 
to Metaxas that he was planning to invade Greece—an 
assault that would take about two weeks to complete. This 
timeline made sense, given how fast Albania had fallen not 
too long before. However, the terrain the Italians would be 
dealing with was very different: Greece is known for being 
very mountainous and tough to navigate, especially where 
the Italian army would be entering. But the Italians want-
ed to conquer Greece because of its strategic location, and 

to help the Axis powers in the war going forward. Who-
ever could occupy Greece had control over most of the 
Mediterranean and its surrounding islands, which would 
serve as prime military bases during wartime. Mussolini 
wanted to give Greece the chance to surrender to occupa-
tion without a fight, so he issued an ultimatum to Metaxas: 
Greece should let the Italians in—otherwise, their refusal 
would be seen as an act of war.

Rather than allow Greece to fall without a fight, Metax-
as stood his ground and responded in French, saying “Al-
ors, c’est la guerre,” which means, “Then it is war.” This re-
sponse has since been glorified by the Greek people, and it 
has been suggested that what Metaxas actually responded 
with was “Oxi,” which in Greek simply means “No.” In 
any case, although the rejection of Mussolini’s ultimatum 
led to war, the Greek people widely supported it and con-
sidered it an honorable act on Metaxas’ part. The Italians 
entered Greece within hours, and the Greek people were 
armed and ready. Although their forces were weaker and 
smaller, they were able to fend off the Italians and pushed 
the Axis forces back into Albania. 

All of Europe was astounded by the heroism of the 
Greeks. The event marked the first time an Axis attack in 
Europe encountered that kind of reaction and shattered 

the early myth of the invincibility of the Axis. Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt said, “When the entire world has lost all 
hope, the Greek people dared to question the invincibility 
of the German monster, raising it against the proud spirit 
of freedom.” And, indeed, the Greek fight against the Axis 
had significant implications regarding the fate of the “Ger-
man monster.” Hitler was very agitated, believing that the 
Italians should have had no trouble squelching the Greeks 
as they did the Albanians. Additionally, the delay in the 
Axis plans of attack gave the Russians valuable months to 
prepare for an invasion, which led to Hitler’s famous disas-
trous debacle when he attempted to invade Russia during 
the winter.

Ultimately, Oxi Day serves as a reminder of the histori-
cal strength of the Greek people. As Winston Churchill 
said, “Hence, we will not say that Greeks fight like heroes, 
but that heroes fight like Greeks.” 

Anastasia (Stacey) Kaliabakos, a graduate of the Brearley 
School, has contributed to WestView News since 2018.  Cur-
rently, she is a Dana Scholar majoring in classics and philoso-
phy at the College of the Holy Cross, a features editor for Holy 
Cross’ newspaper The Spire, an associate editor of the Parnas-
sus Classical Journal, and an avid matcha latte consumer. 
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THE NAZI FLAG IS RAISED IN GREEK TERRITORY, in front of the Acropolis. 
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NYC DJ Brenda Black 
Interviews AIDS Cure 
Researcher

By Kambiz Shekdar, Ph.D.

Biology, maybe more than the other sciences, is a 
lot like cooking, but not many people know that. 
I was happily surprised when DJ Brenda Black 
started our interview by asking about cooking. 
Brenda is a popular DJ in Manhattan’s best 
known gay bars and clubs. She is also an excel-
lent interviewer. She made me feel so completely 
comfortable and at ease, that talking about how 
we’re cooking up a cure for AIDS was as fun as 
talking making Boeuf Bourguignon. 

A transcript of how Brenda started is below:

Brenda Black: What's your name?
Kambiz Shekdar: Hi, my name is Kambiz 
Shekdar.

Brenda Black:  What's your favorite cook-
ing spice?
Kambiz Shekdar:  I don't know if this 
counts as a spice, but I would have to say 
butter because whatever you add butter to, 
it makes it taste better.

Brenda Black:  When you hear the phrase, 
"United we stand, divided we fall," what 
does that mean to you?
Kambiz Shekdar:  I think that means, and  it 
applies to almost any area, if people come 
together behind a common goal, we can 
achieve a lot more than factions warring 
against each other.

Brenda Black:  I work with TFKTWA, 
Training Foster Kids to Work With Ani-
mals. Our dual mission is to prepare kids 
for adulthood and help animals at the same 
time. These kids soon will be getting their 
own apartment for the first time. What 
cooking advice would you give them?
Kambiz Shekdar:  The best advice I got was 

in a restaurant in Paris. Between working 
in labs, I always wanted to be a waiter and 
one summer in college and grad school, I 
got a job in a cafe in a restaurant in Paris 
and they had me make a couple of dishes. 
They showed me how to make this one 
dish called Boeuf Bourguignon which is a 
meat stew with red wine and carrots and 
onions, and you cook it for many, many 
hours and it's really delicious. They put me 
in front of the kitchen and showed me all 
these ingredients. They gave me a couple 
of tips, but no exact recipe, no “this many 
grams of this and that many liters of that.” 
I asked them, "What should I do?" And 
they said, "Mix these until they taste good, 
until it tastes good." I think in the kitchen, 
as well as in biology and in the lab, you 
have to get a feeling for this, you have to 
dive in, you have to mix things and get a 
feeling in your hands what makes a recipe 
really come alive.

Rockefeller University alumnus and biotech 
inventor Kambiz Shekdar, Ph.D., is the 
president of Research Foundation to Cure 
AIDS and Science & LGBTQ editor at 
WestView News. To support RFTCA, go to 
https://rftca.org/.

BIOTECH RESEARCHER KAMBIZ SHEKDAR, above, discussing an HIV cure during an inter-
view with DJ Brenda Black. Photo credit: Brenda Black.

You can tune in to  
DJ BRENDA BLACK PRESENTS 
every Monday on at 8:30 pm on 

Manhattan cable TV,   
Spectrum67, RCN85, FIOS36 and 

livestream on www.mnn.org.  
To see the 14-minute video  

of our chat, go to  
YouTube at youtube.com/

watch?v=svFlafUJYq8&t=398s.
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Top Quality Poultry and Provisions

To All Our Friends and Neighbors

Welcome Back!
Summer’s Over

The Fall Cooking Season is Here!
Visit us Soon for  

Our Daily and Weekly Specials!
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O. OTTOMANELLI  
NEW YORK’S MEAT MARKET

285 Bleecker Street, New York, NY 10014
Tel. (212) 675-4217 • Fax (212) 620-7286

Top Quality Poultry and Provisions

To All Our Friends and Neighbors

Welcome Back!
Summer’s Over

The Fall Cooking Season is Here!
Visit us Soon for  

Our Daily and Weekly Specials!

SHOP IN STORE:  
Monday Thru Saturday 8 am-5 pm

ORDER ON LINE:  
Through Mercato.com

ORDER FOR IN STORE PICKUP:  
212-675-4217

Thank you for being our loyal customer and supporting us
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We are Now Taking Orders  
For  

THANKSGIVING
FRESH TURKEYS

BELL & EVANS *FREE RANGE* HERITAGE
All Natural

CAPONS • TURKEY BREAST • SQUABS • GEESE
L.I DUCKS • POUSSINS 

Please Place Your Order Early 
 for Best Selection

Other People May Promise 
But We at  

O. Ottomanelli’s  
MEAT YOUR DEMAND 
For Quality Poultry and Provisions 

Ottomanelli.12@Verizon.net 
285 Bleecker Street, New York 10014 

Tel. 212-675-4217 • Fax 212-620-7286 

GOURD-GEOUS DISPLAY on stoop of West Village brownstone. Photo by Kieran Loughney.
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HARDWARE STORES AND 
CONTRACTOR SERVICES:

YOUR AD HERE!

Call George212.924.5718

Native Manhattanite and West Village resident  
for the past 42 years. 

Licensed in Real Estate for the past 21. 
Board Certified New York Residential Specialist (NYRS®).  

Here to help you and yours find your next perch or move on 
whether in New York or elsewhere, when the time comes again. 

Alexander de Bordes  
917-640-3707   

alexander.debordes@compass.com 

Super Hero XIV: The Highs and  
Lows of Subletting in a Co-op
By Robert Kroll

Here’s something co-op apartment dwellers never wanted 
to hear: if you are thinking of sub-letting your apartment 
long-term, you could be shooting yourself in the foot, fi-
nancially.

Of course, if you’re out of work or still suffering from 
the lousy pandemic-created economy, bringing in rent for 
your West Village apartment may seem an attractive op-
tion. And, if done carefully, it can be carried out without 
causing much of a downside.

My dire comment is directed to those who have other 
options to keep body and soul together, or who are not 
struggling financially.

The problem is: if too many co-op owners in one build-
ing decide to sublet at the same time, that creates a percep-
tion of distress in the eyes of banks the next time you want 
to borrow money to refinance your apartment, or the co-op 
wants to borrow money for major repairs and maintenance.

Banks prefer to loan to owner-occupants and to build-
ings that are 100 percent owner-occupied. The same is true 
for single family homes. The banks express this preference 
by the interest rates and other loan terms they offer their 
borrowers. The larger the percentage of owner-occupants 
in a building, the lower the interest rate. When the build-
ing is above 25-50 percent tenant occupied, a bank might 
even refuse to loan money to finance an apartment pur-
chase or refinance a unit.

One of the impacts of the pandemic during the past 20 
months is that folks wanted to leave the densely populated 
NYC area and move to the boonies to reduce their risk 
of infection due to sheer population density. In our co-op 
building, two families took that option. Both decided to 
rent out their apartments. That motivated our co-op board 
to look at our “sublet policy” and consider the implications 
of two more sublets out of a total of nine apartments. 

We realized immediately that we had no such thing 
as a formal sublet policy, and there began a heated and 

protracted email discussion of how to create one. As the 
discussion continued, one family applied for a loan to re-
finance their co-op share. The bank they applied to imme-
diately sent out a voluminous questionnaire to the building 
manager (me), which contained numerous questions about 
this very topic. The questionnaire left no stone unturned. 
It was clear the bank was not distinguishing between sub-
lets by the proposed borrowers or the other shareholders in 
the building. The bank wanted the whole sublet picture. To 
protect the innocent, I won’t elaborate on those details but 
will just say the loan was granted.

It may be time to look at your own sublet policy and sub-
let rate to see whether these could hinder a future sale of 
one of the apartments in the building, including yours, or 
affect borrowing terms. Interest rates affect housing values, 
and higher interest can mean lower value. Even if you are 
living in your apartment, if the building sublet rate is too 
high in the eyes of the bank, you may find it hard to find a 
buyer who can finance the purchase of your unit.

Here are the elements of a sublet policy that lays down 
the rules and covers many of the issues of this process. 

Set a maximum number of units in the building that 
may be sublet at a given time.

How will you enforce that rule? That is, will you have 
to notify tenants and their owners that a lease renewal will 
not be permitted?

Set a minimum and maximum period for sublets. 
Create a rule that will allow for a fair distribution of the 

sublet slots—there may be four slots open and six share-
holders wanting one of them. This could be done based on 
seniority, ownership percentage, first-come first served, or 
a coin toss.

Decide whether the board has a say in whom any of 
these sublets are rented to, i.e., is board approval of a par-
ticular sublet candidate required as it is for a particular 
shareholder?

What criteria should the board apply to selecting or re-

jecting subletters? Does the board have a say in how much 
rent is charged?

Should the subletting apartment owner or tenant be re-
quired to use a particular form of lease, and should they 
be required to turn in a signed copy of the lease to the 
management?

Should the lease used for the sublet restrict sub-sub-
letting? If not, should the board have a right to approve or 
reject such sub-sub-letters?

Should the board impose a subletting tax on the co-op 
shareholder and turn this practice into a revenue source? If 
so, how would such a tax be enforced and how and when 
would it be collected? 

Will the co-op board consider allowing the subletter to 
renew his or her lease?

Should the subletting rules include exceptions for short-
term use of apartments by family and friends? Should it 
distinguish between a guest who is staying while the owner 
is occupying the unit and a guest with full and exclusive 
control of the unit?

This list is only a sample of the many issues that could 
and should be covered in a subletting policy. The reader is 
urged to consult a lawyer for a complete list of such issues.

 
There are many downsides of subletting for owner-oc-

cupants in a building with sub-tenants on either side of 
them, or above and below. The tenant does not have the 
same stake in the building and its occupants. He or she will 
typically not remain as long in residence and not form last-
ing bonds with the long-term owner residents. Tenants are 
sometimes less concerned about the depreciation, defects, 
destruction, and deterioration of the building because they 
have no equity in the property and little or no obligation to 
repair or maintain. These are a few of the considerations.

 
Next month: what’s involved for the subletting owner who 
becomes a landlord. 
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Star Power
By Keith Michael

But I will find him when he lies asleep, 
And in his ear I’ll holla ‘Mortimer!’ 
Nay, 
I’ll have a starling shall be taught to speak 
Nothing but ‘Mortimer,’ and give it him 
To keep his anger still in motion.
Hotspur (Henry Percy), History of Henry IV, 
Part I, Act I, Scene 3, by William Shakespeare

If one word might have changed the world, 
Shakespeare’s lone lowercase starling may 
have been it!

Outside my office door at The Juilliard 
School there is a wall approximately sixty 
feet long and eight feet high emblazoned 
with a luscious crimson print of a billowing 
theater curtain. As a designer’s dramatic 
flourish for the famed performing arts 
conservatory, embedded in that curtain, in 
10-point type, is every word that William 
Shakespeare wrote. Buried somewhere 
amidst that bounty of words is Hotspur’s 
single utterance, “…starling.” I’ll have to 
look for it sometime over lunch.

Time travel 420 or so years later to a 
bench in Abingdon Square Park. I’m now 
sitting enjoying the freshly-planted chry-
santhemum tuffets while a coterie of be-
spangled 21st century Starlings jostle over 
an unidentifiable sidewalk tidbit in front of 
me. Perhaps these West Village Starlings 
are descendants of that Mortimer-repeating 
songbird of yesteryear. How could that be?

Well, thanks for asking! By historical ac-
counts, on March 6, 1890 a nature-loving 
pharmacist from the Bronx, Eugene Schief-
felin, walked into Central Park, opened the 
door on a cage, and loosed 60 European 

Starlings—that he just happened to have 
with him. In 1891 he released 40 more. 
No, they were not set free in the Shake-
speare Garden. That garden wasn’t named 
until 1916, celebrating the tricentennial of 
Shakespeare’s death. Schieffelin’s aspiration 
was the romantic quest to bring the 45, or 
so, species of birds mentioned in The Bard’s 
plays to the New World. By that time, his 
previous forays to introduce Skylarks, Bull-
finches, Chaffinches, Nightingales, and 
Song Thrushes had failed. I’m intrigued 
by the minutia of Schieffelin’s undocu-
mented travels by ship to England, captur-
ing his soon-to-be-immigrants, caring for 
them, sailing back to America, releasing, 
and tracking these birds—on a pharma-
cist’s salary. At least his pairs of European 
House Sparrows were adapting to their 
new home and begetting nicely. However, 
with Starlings, little did he know what a vi-
ral hit he had on his hands. By the 1920s, 
the offspring of his merry band of Starlings 
had made it to the Mississippi River. By 
the 1940s they were sunning themselves in 
California. By the 1950s they were home-
steading north and south of the border into 
Canada and Mexico, and their numbers had 
surpassed 50 million. Today there are likely 
to be more than 200 million of these finely 
feathered philanderers and they may well be 
the most numerous bird on the continent.

In our time of eco-awareness, it’s hard to 
imagine that in the 19th century there was 
a popular organization called the Ameri-
can Acclimatization Society whose goal 
was to exchange plants and animals be-
tween cultures for the beautification of all. 
The havoc that a non-native species could 

perpetrate was unknown. If Starlings were 
beloved at home in England, what could go 
wrong with bringing them to the Ameri-
cas? A lot. Masses of Starlings eat and 
defecate. A lot. Masses of Starlings raising 

more masses of Starling chicks make a lot 
of nests in places where native birds would 
also like to make their nests. The Starlings 
tend to win. The gymnastic vocalizations 
that Hotspur referred to when multiplied 
by hundreds or thousands or even tens of 
thousands of birds can, indeed, keep one’s 
anger in motion. In fact, a large group of 
Starlings is called a murmuration and their 
synchronized flight displays are spectacu-
lar avian phenomena. Search YouTube for 
“murmuration of Starlings” to be wowed.

But with this, my tale starts tipping over 
from the problems with Starlings to their 
beauty. Though Shakespeare didn’t name 
this theatrical bird, its name is poetic. At 
this time of year, Starlings are molting into 
their fine new winter plumage. Though 
chubby and stumpy of tail, at the tips of 
their already handsome black, purple and 
green iridescent feathers are flickering 
white spots—little stars—star-lings. A 
name from the heavens.

Birders are not supposed to like this im-
migrant species, but I admire their spunk, 
their adaptability, their conversational 
chatter, and their fall speckled finery. Right 
now, I’m content to be entertained by the 
Starlings at my feet, strutting and fretting 
their hour upon the stage, and catching the 
afternoon glow through leaves just starting 
their turn to russet and yellow.

Visit keithmichaelnyc.com or follow @newy-
orkcitywild on Instagram.

Dina Andriotis, Chris Tsiamis, and Nikitas Andriotis (from left to right).

77 Christopher Street
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A QUARTET OF EUROPEAN STARLINGS walk the fall fashion runway. Photo by Keith Michael.
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To Stream or Not to Stream…
By Roger Paradiso

Streaming is a technology used to deliver 
internet content to smart TVs, comput-
ers, and mobile devices without having to 
download it.

I am placing my films, including The 
Lost Village and Searching for Camelot 
episodes 1-3, with Global Cinema Online. 
As an independent filmmaker, I have been 
searching for a home for my films for years, 
during the transition from analog to digital 
and from theaters to home theaters. I like 
the people at Global Cinema, Daria Trifu 
and Bruno Pischiutta, and I like the respect 
they have for directors and films. They are 
artists and may be able to bring back the 
concept of the original United Artists 
Company to Global Cinema—a company 
for and run by artists themselves.

My decision is important because the in-
dustry is changing from film to TV. Inde-
pendents are still staying with film, though. 
Why is that? Well, for me it is still a viable 
art form. Consider staging an opera in a the-
ater compared to presenting a soap opera on 
TV. There are many fine episodic TV shows. 
But they are different from films and are not 
called films. There are films that are made 
specifically for TV, and most people can spot 
the difference between those and films made 
for theaters. Many are terrific and manage to 
elevate beyond many TV offerings. So, that 
brings me around to: stream or not to stream? 
That is the question.

The answer is yes, for me. Whether a film 
is delivered to a movie theater with a hard 
drive or streamed to a home theater should 
make little difference to a filmmaker. You 
have reached your audience. Streaming 
movies are here to stay, and audiences 
choose to stream to their home theaters in 

greater numbers every day. Generally, it is 
safe to say that the big blockbuster events, 
like cartoons or movies for children about 
famous books, will always be shown first in 
theaters, with streaming dates closer and 
closer to release dates. In fact, in the future 
all films will be streamed to movie theaters 
as well as to home theaters. 

Two other players in the streaming game 
are the independent films and the smaller 
studio films. These will find a home at your 
local art house theater. Historically, inde-
pendent films have always screened in the 
small mom-and-pop theaters, sometimes 
called art house theaters, like Cinema Vil-
lage here in Greenwich Village. I believe 
many of these will survive the demise of 

the big chain and mall theaters. There has 
always been an audience for these inde-
pendent films and they will be marketed to 
people who like cinema. 

The indie film audience will grow larger 
as the market diversifies to people whose 
appetites may be for nonviolent films, for 
instance. And that is why I like Global 
Cinema Online. They run an international 
film festival called the Global Nonviolent 
Film Festival. They are looking for films 
that are strong on story and performance 
without resorting to the obligatory sex 
scenes or car explosions. The cartoon super 
heroes will stream to your chain theaters. 
The cinematic novels will stream to your 
home theaters or art theaters.

There were film movements after World 
War II, the New Wave in France and neo-
realism in Italy, that rebelled against Hol-
lywood filmmaking. They challenged the 
conventions of the day, producing a more 
director-driven art form that used small 
crews, 16MM cameras, and, sometimes, 
real people instead of actors. Directors like 
Truffaut, Godard, Fellini, De Sica, Visconti, 
and Rossellini initiated and contributed to 
these movements which have influenced all 
filmmakers to this day. These mid-century 
masterpieces were mostly low budget and 
independently financed. They were pro-
duced in many countries including the USA 
(Welles, Ray, and others), and were seen in 
art theaters and on college campuses; they 
rarely made the big Hollywood theaters 
here. Battle lines were drawn. There was 
an audience cultivated for this independent 
movement and it brought us through many 
decades to where we are currently. Now, you 
can see these timeless films on the Criterion 
channel, in art houses, and on college cam-
puses around the world. 

I believe there will be a revolution in 
mainstream film coming soon. In fact, I 
think we are already there, in independent 
documentaries and fiction films. There are 
streamers who will market these films like 
the “old” video stores used to. I am betting 
on Global Cinema Online, curated by Daria 
and Bruno, to be one of those great collec-
tors of nonviolent indie films. Look for them 
online. And you will find other distributors 
of fine art as well. Support whatever touches 
your heart and soul. Film will always be 
here, and independent film will uphold the 
art form. Do not get mixed up in the de-
livery systems of streaming. Keep watching 
great filmmaking and keep cinema vibrant 
and alive wherever you find it.

TOP FIVE APPS TO STREAM MOVIES FOR MOST OF US:
1. Netflix 
2. Amazon Prime 
3. Criteriorchannel.com on your computer screen* 
4. PBS Passport on your computer screen* 
5. GlobalCinema.com on your computer screen*

*Apps or devices can put these on your smart TV

Joan’s Shanghai
By Joan Klyhn

Joan’s Shanghai is a memoir of a childhood in 
Shanghai in the ‘30’s and ’40s of the 20th cen-
tury. I am primarily writing it for myself, ex-
tending it to my friends, and now to the many 
people who have shown themselves fascinated 
with this period in the past.

Incident at Stone Lodge
My aunt Phyllis has been a model tenant 
at Stone Lodge assisted living center in 
Guelph in Canada for about fifteen years.  
Unfortunately, the police had to be called 
in last week after an altercation involving 
her and her roommate, Mrs. Wilkins.

My cousin Kevin was sitting in his nearby 
backyard trying to enjoy a cold beer, when 
he, too, got a call from the Lodge. A bad 
dust-up was reported. Big drama! “Normal-
ly, the only drama at the Lodge is at meal-
times,” Kevin told me. “Sixty oldsters race 

their walkers along several hallways, and 
converge at the single entrance to the dining 
room. It’s like the chariot race in Ben Hur! 
That’s as exciting as it usually gets.”

This time, Mrs. W intercepted Phyllis 
in the lounge, and according to staff wit-
nesses, accused her roommate of stealing 
her clothes and jewelry. Phyllis then turned 
her walker around and tried to move away, 
when Mrs. W. picked up a magazine and 
hit her on the back, shouting “thief!”

This was too much for Phyllis, who 
turned, made a fist and punched Mrs. W. 
in the face,  knocking her over.

In the resulting melee, the police arrived 
to take down details. It seems Mrs. W. had 
a history of accusing both staff and room-
mates of thieving. She was on her third 
roommate. She didn’t take her Meds regu-
larly. And a bruise was beginning to show 
on her face. Her dentures were askew. 
Phyllis, who had thrown the punch, was 

not on any Meds, had the reputation of be-
ing a quiet and pleasant reader and was a 
member of the Scrabble club. All witnesses 
were on her side.

Kevin arrived at the Lodge, just as the 
police were interviewing the ladies. Mrs. W 
was very agitated, but reluctantly admitted to 
being 88 years old. When they got to Phyl-
lis, the police found her sitting quietly, with 
her hands folded in her lap. “I never took her 
things,” was all she said, in her calm way.

They could not know this woman had 

lived through wars, incarceration in a con-
centration camp, revolution, and a hasty 
escape from Communist China with two 
small children in tow. That a journey back 
then on an old ship from England to Can-
ada, barely paid for, could not be missed or 
all would be lost.

“I had mumps when mom had to get me 
on the ship” Kevin reminded me later, “I was 
screaming nonstop, so I had to be bundled 
up, almost suffocating, as they wouldn’t 
have let me on board if they’d known I had 
mumps.” With steely determination and 
perfect aplomb, Phyllis got the little fam-
ily to their destination, the very town where 
she now resided in her final years.

“And your age, madam?” was their last 
question. “A hundred and one, ” Phyllis re-
plied. Did she have a little smile on her face 
when the three police officers started to roar 
with laughter? Kevin reported to me that 
they totally cracked up. He had to laugh 
himself, especially when one of them held 
out his hand to Phyllis and chortled “mad-
am, I’d like to shake that hand of yours!”

PHYL AND HUSBAND JACK IN SHANGHAI 
in 1938. Photo courtesy of Joan Klyhn.

THE PARADISO SMART TV with apps for Netflix and Amazon Prime which you just click on 
to enter a world of movies. Photo by Roger Paradiso.
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Remembrances of the First Village 
Halloween Parade on Charles Street

By Anthony Paradiso

The First Village Halloween Parade took 
place 47 years ago on Village streets that we 
walk today. One of those streets that the first 
parade walked down was Charles Street, 
where this newspaper’s publisher lives.

The witches, goblins, and ghouls used 
to walk the little side streets, like Charles 
Street, for about ten years, before the 
NYPD asked parade founder, Ralph Lee, 
to move the parade to the bigger streets of 
the Village because the amount of people 
participating had become so large. I spoke 

to Ralph Lee who described what took 
place along the route of that first parade.

“We staged events in various places along 
the route—on the doorsteps of brown-
stones, in little parks, and in playgrounds 
all along the route,” Lee said, “We all took 
off as a group and moved to these various 
locations where our wacky little scenes 
would take place”

This newspaper’s publisher, George 
Capsis, remembers the first Halloween 
Parade vividly, because the parade passed 
by his house on Charles Street. George re-
membered, that one day, when his daugh-

ter was 10 years old, she came back from 
school to tell him that her best friend’s dad 
was a mask-maker. That mask-maker was 
Ralph Lee. George agreed to let the Vil-
lage artist use his townhouse as part of the 
parade route.

“Ralph  brought a number of people, 
adults dressed in costumes, medieval cos-
tumes, housemaids and what not,” George 
said. “Ralph wanted to stage them in the 
windows. So, we had to ask our tenant’s 
permission [and] they went throughout the 
building through the windows, leaned out 
as far as they could and screamed down at 
kids who marched in single file.”

Only a handful of them compared to 
the thousands that walk the streets today. 
A handful of children smiling and hearing 
these voices shouting at them and encourag-
ing them from a house just a few feet away.”

Ralph Lee told me last year that the Pa-
rade went on like that for the first 12 years, 
before it became as big as it is today, and 
he explained the challenges that came with 
that growth.

The parade continued to grow every 
year so it became difficult for people to 
move in the parade, because there were so 
many people coming to watch the parade 
and it became clear we needed barricades 
all along the route so that the marchers 
could move.

But George Capsis and his children re-
member that first parade like it was yester-
day. The house on Charles Street became a 
haunted mansion full of goblins, witches, 
and ghosts. When you walk by Charles 
Street on Halloween, it is rumored that 
once the parade starts, there are noises on 

the roof and in the attic rooms. It seems the 
goblins, witches and ghosts have come to 
wait for the children along the parade route 
that once went past 69 Charles Street. 
Happy Halloween to all.
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The Digital Age or The End of the World as We Know It
By Roger Paradiso

Top Ten Digital nightmares I think about 
every day:

10.  DRIVERLESS CARS. One day you will be 
in a driverless car— Uber, etc. I won’t. 
I’d rather walk. The thought that an 
automated moving vehicle can navigate 
the crazy drivers in the Village causes 
me to lose sleep at night. 

  9.  SPAM. digital forms sent to my social 
media, email, or text accounts. It can 
drive you crazy. We went through robo-
calls and junk mail in the analog world.  
And now junk emails and texts in the 
digital world are called spam. Can we 
make it a law to fine these people $500 
for every unwarranted and unwanted 
invasion of privacy?

  8.  ROBOTIC HOUSE CLEANERS. I think of 
Woody Allen’s movie Sleeper. I laugh. 
They’ll never work right? They’re com-

ing soon to a house near you. 
  7.  ALEXA or other such devices. Like 

Hal in Kubrick’s 2001, I wonder if the 
Alexa will turn on me. Will it spy on 
me? No, they have laws against that. 
Really? And they can make mistakes. 
Did you ever you allow a Google 
Maps robot to take you somewhere 
on a trip and find out it told you to 
make a left when it should have been 
a right? It happens. These could be 
useful devices, with human super-
vision, but I would not want to use 
them all the time. Maps are still be-
ing sold and they don’t lie to you. And 
remembering how to get somewhere is 
beginning to become a lost art. There 
is something to say about being good 
at directions. It makes you remember 
landmarks and other attractions of a 
trip. Keep teaching kids to do most of 
this work themselves or we will lose 

it as a human function. And then the 
robots will take over. LOL.

Digital technology makes everything obso-
lete almost from the time you buy some-
thing. Very soon, the next latest model 
comes out. Can they please make this a 
law: every new version must use univer-
sal parts and operate in the same man-
ner, shape, or size. Don’t you hate it when 
you buy something you thought you were 
good at using, like a phone, but remodel-
ing requires relearning? And they change 
the size, so you have to buy a new charger 
and a new protective cover. Don’t you guys 
make enough money at Apple and Google 
to make everything universal, so we don’t 
have to keep changing every year or two. 
It’s good for the environment. Give it a try 
Apple, Samsung, and Google et al.

Next week we conclude the countdown.  
Until then watch out for driverless cars…. 

A GIANT PUPPET and costumed parade goers walk in the First Village Halloween Parade in 
1974. Photo by Will Gamble.

MEET ALEXA, your personal robotic assis-
tant. It's called an Amazon echo dot. Photo 
by Roger Paradiso.
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Fall Forest-Bathing: The Call of Nature
By Lynn Pacifico  

It is difficult to find earth with soul left in 
it when living in a highly-urbanized city, so 
I need my forays into the woods. I signed 
up for a gathering in a wilderness area, af-
ter which I would stay on for three addi-
tional nights. I was excited at the chance 
to use my outdoor skills alone. On the last 
evening of the gathering we cooked and 
shared a meal as the rain and dark fell, talk-
ing late into the night. By noon the next 
day everyone else had gone. I was alone.

Autumn ushers in the dark season. 
The sacrifice has been made.
  and the fields lie barren.
Demeter enters the underworld
  in search of Persephone.
I packed my gear and set off further 

into the woods. The music of nature ac-
companied me as I walked, the songbirds, 
late summer insects and breezes through 
the leaves. I set up camp near a creek. It 
seemed ideal and I was happily excited 

with my adventure.
I hiked all afternoon before noticing red 

off to the side of the trail. Upon investiga-
tion I realized that I had found an abandoned 
garden. I picked a ripe tomato and ate it as if 
it were a ripe peach. I was starved for nature 
and overjoyed with the gift of the garden.

Whenever I can, I eat weeds as they are 
packed with nutrition, and being wild have 
more vitality than cultivated foods. What 
grew in the abandoned garden was as close 
to wild as ex-farmed plants can get as they 
not only survived unattended but they 
pushed everything out of their way to grow. 
I also found squash, sweet little strawber-
ries, wild carrots, lambs quarter, oyster 
mushrooms, blueberries and blueberry 
leaves. I was hungry. This was paradise.

I munched on strawberries as I walked 
back to camp. For dinner I feasted on wild 
salad with sautéed wild veggies. Dessert 
was blueberry leaf tea and blueberries. Af-
ter relaxing in the creek, I settled in for the 

night. The crickets and creek serenaded me 
and I felt as if I were in heaven as I fell 
asleep. That night was uneventful and I 
woke with the light. 
We call all who are hurt and afraid,
  those who are unwilling to leave their lives,
What blooms fades, following in infinite cycles. 
Death is a return to the Mother’s great womb. 
   from where we come and where we unite.

My senses became sharper as I could 
discern the scent and direction of different 
plants. I also noticed the small movements 
in my surroundings and so didn’t miss the 
activities of area fauna. My energy and fo-
cus were better. I was recharging.

It rained on my last full day in the woods. 
I went to the garden for breakfast and re-
turned to camp to write a prayer for All 
Hallows Eve. I wrote it on a damp piece of 
paper on a wet rock in pencil then returned 
to my retreat. 

The rain continued throughout my af-
ternoon hike, dinner, and into the night. 

To the sound of the rain, I fell into a deep 
sleep. Suddenly, the sounds of breaking 
twigs and branches startled me awake. I 
thought, “Maybe this creek is a favorite 
bear spot also.” In the dark of my tent I 
dropped into meditation, pulling my at-
tention inward, and hardly breathing. The 
noise slowly moved into the distance.
We call that you are delivered from the shadows, 
  that you may leave this world.
Let go. Do not be afraid.
Love, peace, and spiritual progress to our 
ancestors and all spirits,
Let go, Let go, Let go.
The next morning, it was time to leave. I 
felt more alive, calm and centered. I broke 
down camp and while hiking out of the 
woods, found a feather from a Yellow 
Shafted Flicker, a power bird, as a parting 
gift from the forest. 

Lynn Pacifico, is a fourth generation Villager, 
who loves nature, dogs and New York City.

Village Diary: That’s Soil, Folks!
By Pago Habitans*

I was sitting in the garden at St. Luke in the Fields and 
thinking about soil when Brother Ben appeared on the 
bench beside me. I’d been considering how relatively little 
soil is visible in Manhattan, and how we in the Village are 
lucky to see as much as we do.

Ben must have read my mind. Without even saying hel-
lo he held forth with a little song:

I don’t like macadam, Madame,
I much prefer the sod
And fields of flowers to towers,
But we’re stuck with the muck, by God!
“That’s a song they used to sing in taverns when the 

city began to pave the streets,” Ben explained. “My friend 
Dougal used to sing it. I’ll tell you about him some time.”

It’s always good to see Brother Ben, an ever-youthful soul 
who remembers many of the legendary figures in Village 
history but is equally fascinated by the people who inhabit 
the neighborhood now. Brother Ben is something of a merry 
mystic whose spiritual identity defies simple definition. He 
has been around for quite a long time, as he often reminds 
people, at least those people who can see him and hear his 
voice. From what I can tell, there may not be many of us. 

“So, you’re thinking of soil,” he observed. “When you stop 
to consider, there’s a lot more soil around than you think. And 
I don’t mean just the obvious spots like Abingdon Square, 
which of course is not a square, and Jefferson Market Library, 
which of course is not a market, though it is a library.” 

Brother Ben continued his discourse. “I’m especially fond 
of more modest plots, smaller and often oddly shaped, like, 
for instance, the Jane Street Gardens, that enchanting little 
woods at the beginning of Eighth Avenue.” I agree that 
smaller plots provide welcome, often unexpected respite in 
our overly built-up cityscape. 

Not all open spaces are planted, however. Scanning my 
mental map down Bleecker Street toward the southern 
end of the Village, I thought of Fr. Demo Square (needless 
to say, not a square), almost entirely paved over with little 
observable soil.

“Yes,” Ben acknowledged, “but then think of how nicely 
the trees provide shade over the benches, and that foun-
tain may more than compensate for the absence of soil.” 
Brother Ben tends to see the positive qualities of people 
and places. Then he added, “If you want soil in that par-
ticular precinct you have only to cross Bleecker Street and 
sit in the garden of Churchill Square, which, I am sure you 
will point out, is not a square.”

Ticking off the list of little parks, we agreed that perhaps 
the most intrepid small plot in the Village is at the inter-
section of Seventh Avenue, Waverley Place, and Charles 
Street. Its official name is McCarthy Square (it’s a trian-
gle), and was created to honor Bernard Joseph McCarthy, 
a U.S. Marine, Village born and bred, who was the first 
Village resident reported to have died in World War II. 
“It’s a tiny scrap of land that was left over when Seventh 
Avenue was extended below 14th Street and cut through 
many existing streets and properties,” Ben added. 

“Seventh Avenue and the subway cut right through 
the heart of the West Village,” he continued, “and just as 
America was getting ready to send its boys off to fight in 
the Great War, which brings to mind a little local ditty 
from the time:

“I’m off to dig trenches in France by the Somme
While they’re digging a ditch in my backyard back home.”
Ben was on a roll. “And don’t forget the places dedicated 

to those who have gone back to the soil,” he said, refer-
ring to the small plot on West 11th Street where the tiny 
early American cemetery of the Spanish and Portuguese 
Synagogue still exists. Ben also reminded me that the site 
of Washington Square was once a potter’s field where the 
poor and unidentified were buried, before its transforma-
tion to a military parade ground in 1826.

Our conversation turned to more domestic examples of 
soil preservation. Back gardens grace many of the brown-
stones and row houses on the side streets of the West Vil-
lage, and window boxes adorn many residential facades. 
Nearly everywhere along the front curbs are what Ben calls 
“postage stamp” gardens: those small squares and rectan-
gles (actual squares and rectangles!) of earth at the base of 
street-side trees and protected by low decorative wrought 

iron fences. We both expressed amazement that they are 
mostly undefiled, which has not always been the case.

When I expressed a desire for even more evidence of soil 
in the Village, Brother Ben pointed out there is probably 
as much, if not more, accessible soil than at any time since 
the mid-19th century. “Just look at the great green spaces 
that now exist in Hudson River Park.”

Before the creation of HRP, Brother Ben pointed out, 
“there wasn’t any soil visible at all along West Street and 
the river, at least since the early days of the republic when 
much of the area around here was farmland. Just look at old 
pictures of the piers and wharfs along the river. The Village 
waterfront was a vast plain covered with dirt, and dirt is not 
soil. In fact, I think we might say dirt is dead soil.” 

Ben marvels at the many people—residents, city gar-
deners, city employees, volunteers, thoughtful pedestri-
ans—who keep the Village planted, watered, weeded, and 
protected. He watches over them in his unobtrusive and 
usually unseen unacknowledged way. And he tells me he 
is not alone. “There is more good will and providential 
spirit abroad in the streets of the Village than we can see 
or imagine,” he often reminds me, and I believe him.

Ben and I decided we had taken up space on the bench 
long enough. A number of people —a young couple with a 
pram, an older woman with a bag of illicit bird seed, and a 
tired-looking UPS worker among them—were circling the 
walkway, in hopes that we might move along. Of course, 
from their point of view, it was me, not we, who needed to 
get up and go. 

*Village Resident otherwise known as T. P. Miller

MCCARTHY SQUARE. Photo by Maggie Berkvist.
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Maintaining Greenwich 
Village as a Cultural Center
By Richard Eric Weigle

Millions of people from around the world 
have heard about Greenwich Village. They 
have seen it in movies and tv shows, read 
about it in stories by O’Henry, Jack Ker-
ouac, and Henry James, and in poems by 
Edna St. Vincent Millay, e.e. cummings, 
Allen Ginsberg, T.S. Eliot and many more. 
Some know it as one of the most famous 
gay neighborhoods of the 1960s and 70’s 
with its Stonewall Bar considered to be 
where the Gay Civil Rights movement 
started. Others have seen photos of Bob 
Dylan, Peter Paul and Mary, Richie Ha-
vens and countless other musicians per-
forming in Washington Square Park or 
walking along its picturesque and quaint 
tree-lined streets. For others, dreams of 
living in Greenwich Village have been re-
placed by all the gentrification with its ris-
ing rents and high real estate prices. The 
days of struggling artists, dancers or actors 
being able to afford a tiny studio apart-
ment, are sadly long gone.

Because of all these changes, there are 
those, myself included, who are trying to 
ensure that Greenwich Village will always 
be a center of culture in New York City 
providing a safe haven for Bohemians, in-
dividualists and free thinkers, continuing 
to be one of the most tolerant, welcoming 
and liberal places in America.

Seven years ago two filmmakers from 
Italy who had recently moved here, Ales-
sia Gatti and Antonio Padovan started The 
Greenwich Village Film Festival. Having 
lived in Greenwich Village for over 40 years 
and also working in film, I was shocked and 
a little miffed that I had never thought of 
the idea myself. So my husband, Michael 

Anastasio, who is also a film producer and 
our director friend, the late Rick McKay, 
and I submitted a short film entitled Green-
wich Village: A World Apart to the festival. 
To our great delight, we won. The festival 
was only one night at The Players Theater 
on McDougal St., and I decided at that 
moment that we could get local restaurants 
and block Associations to get involved and 
help the founders take the festival to the 
next level. So thanks to restaurants such 
as The Little Owl, Via Carota, I Sodi, 
Buvette, Oscars, Emmett’s and organiza-
tions such as The Grove Street Block As-
sociation, The Bedford Barrow Commerce 
Block Association and The Cherry Lane 
Theater, and with a grant from The City of 
New York, the festival, now in its 7th Year, 
is three nights and has films submitted from 
all over the world.

This year we are proud to announce that 
the festival will be held at the iconic Quad 
Cinema at 34 W.13th St. on November 9, 
10 and 11th from 7-9:30pm. We accept 
and screen only short films that are 20 
minutes or less, in four categories, Short 
Narrative Films, Documentaries, Ani-
mated Films and Greenwich Village Por-
traits. Any night you choose to attend, you 
will see a variety of wonderful films from 
talented filmmakers representing coun-
tries around the globe. Please support The 
Greenwich Village Film Festival and help 
keep this historic neighborhood a center 
for arts and culture while enjoyng some 
great films at the same time.

Tickets will go on sale at the end of the 
month at https://www.greenwichvillage-
filmfestival.com and are only $15. Hope to 
see you there.    

FESTIVAL ORGANIZERS Alessia Gatti and Richard Eric Weigle, with jury members Terry 
Greenberg and Michael Anastasio. Photo courtesy of Robert Eric Weigle.
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Dave Van Ronk: The Village Folk Scene’s Lost Uncle 
By Bruce Poli

Dave Van Ronk was a folk singer’s folk sing-
er. In fact, he personified Greenwich Vil-
lage, as the “local” who never left for fame 
and was always trusted—the very symbol of 
Washington Square Park in the 1960s.

You know “House of the Rising Sun”? It’s 
on Bob Dylan’s first album… But guess what? 
He (sort of) stole it from Van Ronk (it’s a tra-
ditional folk song) and didn’t tell Van Ronk 
he was recording it… Then came the world-
famous Eric Burdon and the Animals version. 

 Did David sue or even take revenge? No, 
he was a true mensch. He told stories about it.

 On June 28, 1969 the sounds of the 
Stonewall Rebellion startled Van Ronk, 
who was dining nearby. He rushed over 
to the fracas, joined the riot against the 
Stonewall’s police occupation, and was 
dragged from the crowd into the building 
by Deputy Inspector Seymour Pine. The 
police slapped and punched Van Ronk to 
the point of near unconsciousness, hand-
cuffed him to a radiator near the doorway, 
and decided to charge him with assault. 
A formidable force in the activist crowd, he 
was one of only 13 arrested at the uprising. 

Nicknamed The Mayor of McDougald 
Street (the title of Elijah Wald’s 2005 bi-
ography), Van Ronk’s influence on both 
the Village scene and the evolution of folk 
music in general was inestimable.

Folk performers he befriended included  
Bob Dylan, Tom Paxton, Patrick Sky, Phil 

Ochs, Ramblin’ Jack Elliott, and Joni 
Mitchell, to name a few.

Van Ronk’s repertoire ranged from old 
English ballads to blues, gospel, rock, New 

Orleans jazz, and swing. He was also 
known for performing ragtime guitar mu-
sic, especially his transcriptions of “St. 
Louis Tickle” and Scott Joplin’s “Maple 

Leaf Rag.” A widely admired fatherly fig-
ure in the Village, he presided over the cof-
feehouse folk culture and acted as a friend 
to many up-and-coming artists by inspir-
ing, assisting, and promoting them. 

In 1974 Van Ronk appeared at “An Eve-
ning with Salvador Allende,” a concert or-
ganized by Phil Ochs, alongside Bob Dylan 
and others, to protest the overthrow of the 
democratic socialist government of Chile 
and to aid refugees from the US-backed 
military junta led by Augusto Pinochet.

 Among other notable traits, Van Ronk 
inspired the Coen Brothers’ film Inside 
Llewyn Davis about a Village folk singer—
loosely based on Dave Van Ronk, who was 
a 6’5” 250-pound Swede. (Davis is a much 
different singer from Van Ronk, who had a 
gruff, commanding style that was 180 de-
grees removed from Oscar Isaac’s sonorous 
balladeering.)

Van Ronk received a Lifetime Achieve-
ment Award from the American Society 
of Composers, Authors and Publishers 
(ASCAP) in December 1997. In 2002 he 
died of cardiopulmonary failure while un-
dergoing postoperative treatment for co-
lon cancer in a New York hospital. In 
2004, a section of Sheridan Square, where 
Barrow Street meets Washington Place, 
was renamed Dave Van Ronk Street in his 
memory.

A Greenwich Village legend if there ever 
was one… 

DAVE VAN RONK performs at the 1968 Philadelphia Folk Festival. Photo: Wikipedia.
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Can You Go 
Home Again? 
Exploring California in 2021
By Gordon Hughes

In my very first article for WestView News 
(which has now become a monthly col-
umn) I explained my journey from Holly-
wood to the West Village. George Capsis, 
with his wit and charm, had convinced 
me to write an article about that journey, 
and I have been writing for him ever 
since.

Well, with the leveling off of the perils 
of COVID, my wife and I decided to ven-
ture back from whence we came, Southern 
California—the Golden State, the Bear 
Republic, the land of milk and honey, and, 
of course, the epicenter of show biz. So, 
this is a report of my birthplace, where I 
grew up and started my show biz career, 
and is a bittersweet tale. 

We landed in Palm Springs, where my 
dad had produced and directed The Charles 
Farrell Show back in the 1950s. You might 
remember Charlie Farrell from the movie 
Seventh Heaven or his TV and radio show 
My Little Margie. Dad had directed My 
Little Margie and was now directing and 
producing the Charlie Farrell Show which 
was filmed at Charlie’s club in Palm 
Springs. My family had spent months 
on location, staying at the Racquet Club, 
while Dad and Charlie would work. Mom 
would lounge by the pool with Jane Rus-
sell and Gail Storm while I attended the 
local grammar school.

I grew up in Toluca Lake on Sancola Av-
enue, the same street where Sammy Kay, 
Gordon MacRae and Doris Day lived. Do-
ris’s son Terry was one of my best pals back 
then. William Holden and Dana Andrews 
lived on Sancola right up the block. These 
people were a part of my growing up and it 
was all normal to me. I paid more attention 
to the kids than the grown-ups. At about 
the age of 12 I started delivering news-
papers, and at 16, groceries to our neigh-
bors, who were Bob Hope, Walt Disney,  
Tennessee Ernie Ford, and other stars.

All that said, I had several goals on my 
recent exploratory trip to California. (I 
was thinking about moving back home.) 
Tom Wolfe said something about that but 
I wanted to see for myself. I wanted to 
see old high school and college friends as 
well as relativ es and people I had worked 
with at CBS. I wanted to have lunch at 
the Musso and Frank Grill. I wanted 
to see what had happened to Columbia 
Square, the old home of CBS and later 
of KNXT. I wanted to have a drink in the 
Polo Lounge and Hotel Bel-Air. I wanted 
to go to Malibu to visit friends. I wanted 
to pack all that into two weeks. Following 

are my observations. 
First, the Golden State is tarnished. The 

weather cannot be beaten; probably no 
place on the planet can remain unaffected 
by climate change. That said, that is the 
high point.

The next problem I must mention is 
homelessness. We know homeless people 
are everywhere, but Southern California is 
rife with the problem. When these folks 
go off their meds and get on drugs of their 
own choosing, it is a very dangerous cir-
cumstance—both for them and anyone 
around them. There is a wash just south 
of Palm Springs where we can no longer 
horseback ride due to the homeless camps. 
They charge the horses, causing accidents. 
Then there are the cities...as you get into 
the cities it is unbelievable. Sad, yes, abso-
lutely, yet there is no governance address-
ing it—from the governor down to local  
mayors. It just seems to be overwhelming 
the state.

There are serious issues with the dimin-
ishing water supply and the lack of forest 
management. And there is no strategy to 
resolve these issues. My friends who live 
in Bel Air, Pacific Palisades, Malibu, and 
Santa Barbara all have “go bags” in the 
trunks of their cars due to the fear of fire. 
There have always been fires but they are 
now literally out of control. These old es-
tablished neighborhoods are now in con-
stant danger. This is no way to live (and 
yet people do). Then there are rolling 
blackouts. Can you imagine 120 degrees 
in Palm Springs, or anywhere in Southern 
California for that matter, with no AC? 
That has happened during the past two 
years. Living in California is like a lobster 
living in a pot. Before he knows it, as the 
temperature rises, he is Thermidor. 

Then there is the auto traffic. Six lanes in 
each direction traveling at six miles per hour 
with constant stops. Again, just no way to 
live. So, with no forward-thinking gov-
ernance to manage any of these major is-
sues—no water, mud slides, fires, homeless-
ness, out of control traffic—how can people 
live with all this? How will the state pay for 
solutions? How will these conditions affect  
insurance and tax rates?

I have great friends in California, old 
friends. I am able to talk to those pals about 
the entertainment industry, have great par-
ties to attend, and play golf and tennis all 
year round. You can even play pickleball 
outdoors all year. And don’t forget it is the 
weather, yes, the weather that has drawn 
people to California. Nevertheless, all I 
can say, sadly, is: it’s a great place to visit 
but I sure would not want to live there.

A MOMENT OF REFLECTION near Jane Street Tavern in the West Village. 

A COUPLE SHARES AN UMBRELLA on a rainy morning on West 12th Street. Photos by  
Kieran Loughney.
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Carbon, Nature’s Food
Abstracted from A Scientists  
View of Almost Everything  
by Mark M. Green 

A special love affair exists between carbon 
and oxygen, which shows itself with every 
exhale of our breath. Each carbon atom 
contained in what we eat and drink is sent 
to enzyme-driven machines in our bodies. 
The carbon is pried lose from whatever 
other atoms it was combined with in the 
food, replacing those atoms with two oxy-
gen atoms to form carbon dioxide, CO2.   

Coal, especially high rank coal like an-
thracite, is made of a great deal of carbon. 
When that coal is burned the carbon is 
combined with oxygen just as the carbon 
in the food we eat is combined with oxy-
gen. A fire in the hearth burning coal par-
allels the “fire” in our gut. Both produce 
carbon dioxide and give off energy. In the 
hearth that energy takes the form of heat 
and light. 

The transformation from plant matter 
to coal is caused by geological events over 
millions of years, even hundreds of mil-
lions of years. First there were bogs, large 
areas of dense plant growth, in warm, hu-
mid, very wet conditions. With new plants 
constantly growing, and old ones dying, 
dense layers of plant debris accumulated 
over thousands of years. And as things go 
in our world, parts of our planet rise up 
and parts subside, and in those many years 
these bogs did exactly that, going from a 
submerged state to rise again to a level to 
see some sun, and form a bog and then to 
subside again. Each time these happened 
new layers of plant debris became covered 
with silt, sand and mud. The layers of the 
plant debris, decomposed at first by micro-
organisms in a process known as diagen-
esis, became the seams of coal so familiar 
to miners. The layers of decomposed plant 
material became buried deeper and deeper 
in the earth, compressing the layers, stop-
ping the diagenesis and exposing the ma-
terial to greatly increased pressures and 
higher temperatures.

These geologic changes are called met-
amorphic development, or coalification. 
During coalification the coal becomes 
richer and richer in carbon so that in the 
highest rank of coal, the percentage of 
carbon in the coal rises to well over 90%. 
Coal technologists express these changes 
as the ratio of hydrogen to carbon, H/C, 
which became a smaller number as the 
rank of the coal increases. For compari-
son, this ratio for methane, CH4, natural 
gas, is 4 while for anthracite the highest 
rank of coal the ratio can be less than 0.4. 
By comparison wood is typically near 1.5. 
The coalification process takes the de-
rived plant material from peat to lignite 
to subbituminous coal to bituminous coal 
to anthracite.

There is another change going on in 
coalification, a change in the type of car-
bon that is present. In the plant matter 

that begins the process, carbon is mostly 
in a form that chemists call aliphatic, car-
bon that is bound to four other atoms. For 
example a typical carbon in cellulose, the 
main constituent of wood, is bound to 
two other carbon atoms, and a hydrogen 
atom, and an oxygen atom. As coalifica-
tion proceeds under pressure and heat, the 
carbon atoms in the decayed plant mat-
ter are transformed to what chemists call 
aromatic carbon. An aromatic carbon is 
bound to only three other atoms, usually 
two carbon atoms and a hydrogen atom. 
And as the tens of millions of years pass, 
the hydrogen is expelled from this arrange-
ment and replaced with another aromatic 
carbon atom to make sheets of aromatic 
carbons in which every carbon atom is at-
tached only to other carbon atoms. This is 
the reason that the critical ratio H/C be-
comes smaller. The ultimate state of pure 
aromatic carbon is graphite (H/C is zero) 
entirely composed of these sheets of aro-
matic carbon atoms, a state that is rarely 
reached in nature because of the very high 
temperatures necessary to form graph-
ite. It is these sheets of aromatic carbon 
in graphite slipping over each other that 
give graphite its special properties as a lu-
bricant. But there is still another state for 
pure carbon. At extremely high pressures, 
as for example buried below about 100 
miles in the earth, the carbon atoms seek 
an arrangement that takes up less space. 
A network of rings form, each ring with 
six aliphatic carbon atoms, that is every 
carbon atom in the each ring is bonded 
only to four other carbon atoms, and this 
network arrangement is very strong as all 
the rings work together to resist any de-
formation. The material is best described 
by adapting a Greek word, adamas, mean-
ing unconquerable-diamond. 

The great surprise is that petroleum, 
which is as different from diamond as can 
be imagined, is also composed, like dia-
mond, primarily of carbon atoms bound to 
four other atoms, but differs in that each 
carbon atom is bound to two other carbon 
atoms and two hydrogen atoms. Individual 
strings or chains of these aliphatic carbon 
atoms are covered in a blanket of hydrogen 
atoms allowing these chains to easily slith-
er by each other as if they were snakes in a 
pit. The H/C ratio varies between 1.5 and 
2.0, far higher than in coal. This kind of ar-
rangement makes a fluid, and so petroleum 
can flow through permeable rocks to the 
underground reservoirs where we discover 
it and from which it can be recovered. It is 
the carbon in both coal and petroleum we 
continue to be after, but with the increas-
ing realization of the climate change price 
we are paying and therefore the necessity 
to change the manner in which we gain en-
ergy for our activities. 

However we will never replace carbon as 
the source of the energy to sustain our life 
in the process of converting the carbon in 
what we eat to the CO2 we breathe out. 

Through the Window

By Jeff Hodges

When my father attended Columbia Uni-
versity he lived in an apartment you could 
only get into through a window. This gave 
him the license to say he made it into Jack 
Kerouac’s novel On the Road because of 
the line that appears near the beginning 
of Chapter 10: “And at five o’clock in the 
morning we were all climbing through the 
window of another apartment and another 
party.” Dad, a returning WWII veteran, al-
ways maintained that he and his drinking 
buddies felt that fledgling Beats Kerouac 
and Alan Ginsberg were a little too unsea-
soned and flighty to be taken seriously.

In 1946, after my father returned from 
the Pacific theater, he was browsing 
through some college catalogues in his 
hometown and found one from Columbia 
University that looked promising. He got 
on a bus, disembarked at the admissions 
office, and announced he was ready to ma-
triculate. The staff found this highly amus-
ing, and eventually the director of admis-
sions came out of his office to investigate 
the sniggering. “This Hoosier came all the 
way from Indiana and thinks he can just 
start classes!” he was told.

The director noticed my father was car-
rying a recently published book, A Genera-
tion of Vipers by Philip Wylie. He invited 
Dad into his office and they chatted for a 
while about Wylie’s vitriolic attack on the 
American lifestyle. Then he came out and 
told his staff to go ahead and enroll the GI 
from Terre Haute.

Ill fortune and fortuitous luck ran to-
gether in my father’s family. Dad told us 
the men often died with their boots on, and 
it was true: lumbering accidents, drown-
ings, shootings, and other fatal misadven-
tures hang in the family tree. When our 
ancestors, émigrés from England, decided 
to fight on the American side during the 
Revolutionary War, their father, a wealthy 

landowner in London, disinherited them 
forever. During the Great Depression, 
when Dad and his brothers were shooting 
pigeons off the telegraph wires for dinner, 
they would joke that the letter from Eng-
land saying “All is forgiven!” could still ar-
rive any day. 

When my father’s first two novels were 
published they sold around five thousand 
copies and were fading into oblivion when 
two shysters took them to Hollywood, 
claiming they owned the rights. As a re-
sult, my father picked up a couple of movie 
options that set him up in Key West for a 
number of years.

When Crown Publishers declined to 
buy his third book, mainly because of his 
combative and uncooperative attitude, he 
sold it first to a small publishing house 
in Maine and then to Reader’s Digest. Af-
ter expurgating the sex scenes, the Digest 
published it worldwide in a dozen different 
languages, and that kept Dad beachside for 
another couple of years.

He died early one morning in hospice, 
and after I got the call I went back to 
sleep. He immediately appeared to me in a 
dream. Judging by the barren landscape, we 
were in Purgatory.

“Well, Dad,” I asked, “How do you like 
being dead?”

He replied with characteristic contrari-
ness. “I’ll tell you this,” he said, “whoever is 
running this show has a lot to learn. We’ll 
have to see about making some changes, 
that’s for sure.”

My daughter says my father’s funeral was 
one of the best parties she ever attended. 
After the memorial service, we put his cre-
mains on the bar of his favorite drinking 
establishment, crowned him with a shot 
glass, and drank to his memory. At the end 
of the night, we drunkenly left him on a bar 
stool and had to go back the next morning 
to retrieve him. 

I don’t think he minded all that much.

ONE FOR THE ROAD. Photo by Jeff Hodges.
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This month we saw a large number of open-
ings, many of them on formerly deserted 
Bleecker Street. And the momentum continues, 
with many stores planning a late fall or winter 
opening, with increased activity on Greenwich 
Avenue. We also noticed that wine bars serv-
ing natural wines are taking over the Village, 
so raise a glass to (hopefully) better times ahead. 

Open
One of our coffee-shop loving readers alert-
ed us to the opening of Gold Star Coffee 
Restaurant (200 West 14th Street at 7th 
Avenue). This small eatery sells their own 
brand of coffee (freshly roasted in Brooklyn) 
and Argentinian food such as Empanadas 
and Alfajores (a butter cookie filled with 
dulce de leche). The manager explained 
that the owners’ goal was to have an afford-
able restaurant with healthy delicious food, 
prepared from scratch in-house. St. Jardim 
(183 West 10th Street at West 4th Street), 
an all-day restaurant, natural wine bar and 
grocery has finally opened in the tiny space 
where Bar Sardine used to be. The owners 
live in the neighborhood, and the consulting 
chef is Tony Nassif, a Montreal native who 
came to New York City in 2015 to cook at 
his cousin’s restaurant, Mile End Deli. The 
restaurant serves coffee and a brunchy menu 
7 days a week until 4PM, and morphs into 
a wine bar in the evenings on Wednesday 
through Sunday. Another Tomorrow (384 
Bleecker Street at Perry Street) is the first 
brick and mortar store for this clothing 
brand which offers “Modern sustainable 
luxury. Community. Action.” The storefront 
is one of the ones purchased a few years ago 
by Brookfield Properties, and Another To-
morrow has signed a year and a half lease 
there. A block farther up Bleecker, jewelry 
store The Last Line (395 Bleecker Street 
between Perry and West 11th Streets) has 
opened. They promise: “The Finest Fine 
Jewelry and Even Finer Piercing Experi-
ence.” And next door, Pink Chicken (397 
Bleecker Street) sells mostly children’s 
clothing (with some Mommy and Me piec-
es, and even something for Dads), featuring 
bright prints and vintage-inspired patterns. 
Pink Chicken also has boutiques on Madi-
son Avenue and in the Hamptons. And as 
promised, The Mary Lane has opened at 99 
Bank Street (at Greenwich Street), com-
plete with an attractive outdoor shed, deco-
rated with The Mary Lane logoed awnings.

Re-Opened
Many were sad when Jonathan Waxman’s 
restaurant Barbuto closed in 2019, and then 
excited when it re-opened at 113 Horatio 
Street (near West Street) in February 2020, 
until, that is, it closed again a month later. I 
was assured by a number of my neighbors 

that this was the end for the beloved institu-
tion and its iconic roast chicken. But not so! 
Barbuto opened again in October and will 
be a great option for dinner after a visit to 
the Whitney (or lunch on Sunday), IF you 
can snag a reservation. 

Closed
Big Gay Ice Cream (61 Grove Street at 7th 
Avenue South) has a sign on the door an-
nouncing that they are temporarily closed. 
Let’s hope it’s temporary. I am already miss-
ing the Salty Pimp. Long-time favorite To-
moe Sushi (172 Thompson Street between 
Bleecker and West Houston Streets) posted 
on their Facebook page: “It is with much sad-
ness to announce that Aug 29, 2021 was our 
last day of Tomoe Sushi. Words cannot ex-
press our sincere gratitude for your patoron-
age (sic) and friendship over the decades. To-
moe Sushi on 172 Thompson Street in NYC 
served many loyal customers from across the 
world for 39 years and is closed for good. it 
will NOT be passed onto anyone else. If we 
reopen, we will make the official announce-
ment here or Instagram @tomoesushinyc 
ARIGATO.” Over a hundred people com-
mented, lamenting the closure. The Loyal 
(289 Bleecker Street at 7th Avenue South) 
was always my least-favorite John Fraser res-
taurant, and now it is gone. It closed at the 
beginning of the pandemic, re-opened brief-
ly, closed again when indoor dining was sus-
pended, then finally re-opened again, but not 
for long. John Fraser’s Times Square restau-
rant, 701West, also appears to have closed, 
but he recently opened a Mediterranean 
restaurant called Iris in midtown focused on 
Greek and Turkish food which has received 
many positive reviews.

Coming Soon
An avid reader of the paper noticed a sign 
in the window of 615 Hudson Street (be-
tween 12th and Jane Streets) announcing the 
arrival of Felice. La Ventura was the most 
recent tenant, and before that Tavo occupied 
the space, but a fire destroyed it in June 2017 
and it never re-opened. Felice is part of the 
Sant Ambroeus family of restaurants. There 
is a lot of activity on Greenwich Avenue: Fr-
amebridge, a custom framing company that 
operates mostly online is opening a physi-
cal location in the old Starbucks space at 93 
Greenwich Avenue (Bank Street). El Con-
dor (95 Greenwich Avenue between Bank 
and West 12th Street), a coffee roastery and 
all-day café will open where Nourish used to 
be. The owners are trying to raise money on 
Wefunder, a site where individuals can invest 
$100 or more in start-ups. After Nourish 
closed, a Colombian street food restaurant 
called SoFresco was supposed to open in 
the space, but it never did. Marian’s NYC 
(24 Greenwich Avenue between West 10th 
and Charles Streets) is showing imminent 
signs of opening.  The restaurant, which 
will occupy the space vacated by The Banty 
Rooster, will serve French inspired American 
food. The owner and chef, Christian Rowan, 
has worked at Bouley, Le Bernardin, Eleven 
Madison Park, as well as at a number of Mi-
chelin starred restaurants in France. Another 

wine bar is opening where Vin Sur Vingt used 
to be—Moonflower (201 West 11th Street 
just west of Greenwich Avenue) will serve 
natural wines and small dishes. The own-
ers, who also run a large restaurant called 
Frankie in Jersey City, are West Village resi-
dents. Ferdi is applying for a liquor license 
at 15 7th Avenue South (between Leroy and 
Carmine Streets). According to the owners: 
“We are a family owned and operated res-
taurant who will be catering to the needs of 
the neighborhood with an American/Italian 
inspired cuisine.” The previous tenant was 
Grand Sichuan West Village. Direct to con-
sumer bedding brand Brooklinen is opening 
their second location at 383 Bleecker Street 
(at Perry Street). Maria Cher (378 Bleecker 
Street) will feature “Top Italian Fabrics, Lim-
ited Pieces, 100% made in Italy, Remarkable 
Styles.” Pure barre, which had a branch on 
Hudson Street that recently shuttered, will 
be replacing Matt Umanov Guitars at 273 
Bleecker Street. (Matt Umanov Guitars still 
runs an online business). Uno Nove Otto has 
applied for a liquor license at 117 Perry Street 
(between Hudson and Greenwich Streets). 
They describe themselves thus: “We are a 
wine bar & restaurant focused on serving 
small, family style, share plates. The cuisine 
is ltalian and will serve a variety of reason-
ably priced pastas, appetizers, meats, fish and 
sides. Beverages will be heavily wine focused, 
but cocktails & beer will be offered as well.” 
A neighborhood sit-down pizza restaurant is 
opening in the old Philip Marie space at 569 
Hudson Street (West 11th Street). A classic 
Italian neighborhood restaurant is planned 
by the operators of burger and milkshake 
spot Black Tap at 38 8th Avenue (between 
12th and Jane Streets) where Dell’Anima 
used to be.

Moved/Other
A couple of weeks ago I noticed that the win-
dows of Rahi (60 Greenwich Avenue, near 
Seventh Avenue South) had been papered 
over, and work was going on inside. A day or 
two later I learned that Rahi had morphed 
into Semma, a southern Indian restaurant by 
the same group, Unapologetic Foods. Sem-
ma is described as “an exploration of heritage 
Southern Indian cuisine that has rarely been 
seen outside of local homes and neighbor-
hoods.” I expected a vegetarian menu, but I 
was very wrong. Dosas are available, but there 
is also Kudal Varuval (goat intestines, garam 

masala, kal dosa) and many other meat dishes. 
Thaimee Love which had been a pop-up at 
615 Hudson Street (between Jane and West 
12th Streets) has moved to a new location 
at 116 West Houston Street (near Sullivan 
Street). Hong Thaimee, the chef and owner, 
continues to serve homestyle Thai cooking 
which is meant to be eaten family-style. In 
addition to Thaimee Love, Pad Thai Mee, 
a pick-up and delivery spot offering a small 
menu of noodles and fried rice is also oper-
ating out of the new space. By Chloe (185 
Bleecker Street between MacDougal and 
Sullivan Street) has re-opened under a new 
name, Beatnic. The rebranded chain has 
seven locations in New York and a few more 
elsewhere, and will continue to serve vegan 
food. By Chloe first opened at the Bleecker 
Street location in 2015. In April of 2017, I 
did a feature on Love Child Studio and Col-
lective (1 Horatio Street at 8th Avenue) and 
its owner, Neelu Shruti. What had started as 
a pre- and post-natal yoga studio expanded 
to become a place where new and expectant 
parents could meet each other with activities 
like crafts, infant CPR classes, newborn care 
classes, baby-wearing demonstrations, birth-
day parties, and drag queen story hours, to 
name a few. I wondered how Love Child had 
fared over the last 18 months, and as if in an-
swer to my question, I received an email from 
Neelu’s business partner with news that Love 
Child would be moving to 9 Patchin Place. 
The letter explained: “Although she was sad 
and reluctant to move—having, in fact, paid 
rent all through the pandemic in spite of hav-
ing been largely legally and/or epidemiologi-
cally prevented from operating at her physi-
cal location—she eventually felt driven out 
by, in her words “a host of unresolved mainte-
nance issues that escalated without resolution 
(water damage, ongoing leaks, HVAC issues, 
but most unbearably, that the block has de-
veloped a significant rodent problem).” The 
landlord failed to take adequate action to re-
solve any of these issues, and to add insult to 
injury, has also refused to return (so I would 
say stolen) Neelu’s deposit. Alas.” Love Child 
is currently featuring Zoom yoga classes, and 
will be in-person again after the move, offer-
ing acupuncture and massage, birth and baby 
prep classes and more. 

We heard from so many of you this month and 
that makes our job much easier! Please keep 
writing to us at wvnewsinout@gmail.com

by Caroline Benveniste
OUTand

IN 

THE MARY LANE'S outdoor shed. Photo by Maggie Berkvist.
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November is here and it is time to bake a great 
apple pie. Although I have several I like, this 
one, the Tarte Tatin, has been a favorite of 
many of my guests.

Tarte des Demoiselles Tatin

INGREDIENTS

Pie crust (preferably made with butter) for 
an eight- or nine-inch pie
2 lbs. of firm apples (Macintosh or Honey 
Crisp work well)
2/3 cup granulated sugar
8 tbs. (1 stick) unsalted butter 
Juice of 1 lemon (optional)

PREPARATION
•  Using a tablespoon of the butter, coat the 

inside of an eight- or nine-inch pie dish 
(should be at least two and a half to three 
inches deep, and preferably glass or ce-
ramic) thickly on all its inside surface.

•  Prepare the caramel: Remove 4 table-
spoons of the sugar and set aside. Add a 
tablespoon of the butter in a deep sauce-
pan, preferably non-stick, and set it on 
low heat until melted. Then add the re-
maining sugar, making sure it is in one 
layer. Let it melt without disturbing until 

it liquefies and turns medium brown in 
color.

•  While the sugar caramelizes, peel the ap-
ples, cut them in half, core them and cut 

each half into six or eight slices, accord-
ing to their size. There is no need for the 
slices to be of equal size. Coat with lemon 
juice, if used.

•  Preheat the oven to 400-degrees.
•  As soon as the caramel has reached the 

desired color, pour it on the prepared pie 
pan, and shake the pan around lightly to 
cover the bottom of the pan as much as 
possible. Do not worry if the bottom is 
not completely covered.

•  Add the apple slices in layers on top of 
the caramel and sprinkle each layer with 
some of the reserved sugar and the some 
of the rest of the butter cut into small 
cubes. Sprinkle any leftover sugar and 
butter over the last layer and press the fill-
ing down with hands or a plate to make 
it stick together as much as possible in an 
even layer.

•  Roll out the dough into a circle sightly 
larger than the pan, Cover the filling with 
the dough and tuck the sides in.

•  Bake in the middle of the oven for 50 
minutes, or until brown sugar bubbles ap-
pear on the sides of the pie.

•  Let the pie cool to warm and unmold on 
a serving plate.

Yield an 8 to 9 inch pie.
Note: Traditionally this pie is served plain, 
but whipped cream or ice cream are acceptable 
accompaniments

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 10 AM-7 PM 
SUNDAY 11 AM-5 PM 

Maximum of four people  
allowed in the store at one time

Masks Required
212-242-5351

A View from the Kitchen
By Isa Covo

November is here. The festive season is 
here, and there are signs that this year 
there is hope for celebration.

Indeed, the restaurants are open and do-
ing good business, so are the cinemas, but 
with some restrictions, and now many the-
aters are open and almost all sold out. On 
the streets of New York, shoppers, some 
carrying several store bags, look satisfied. In 
general, all pedestrians seem happy. Even 
those who scrutinize their phones do not 
appear to read anything unpleasant. 

Are these the first steps to normalcy? Not 
quite: everyday, although mostly declining, 
there are still a great number of new CO-
VID cases, and even though many of the 
patients recover, there  are still deaths.

Businesses are doing well, especially in 
the hospitality area, as more tourists, al-
though still mostly Americans, visit the 
city. I was thrilled to see the return of tour 
buses, when before the pandemic I barely 
noticed them as they were so ubiquitous.

It has been eleven months that Mr. 
Biden, a compassionate man, had in mind a 
program that would ease the lives of Amer-
icans in financial need, reduce poverty, clear 
our environment, rebuild our failing infra-
structure, and restore moral conscience. It 
is distressing to see that our lawmakers, 
the people whom we elected, think and 
act otherwise, and manage to become pied 
pipers of a good chunk of the population.  

On October 17 of this year, the statue of 
Thomas Jefferson was removed from the 
city council chamber because he owned 
slaves in his plantation in Virginia, and had 

had, it is assumed, several children with a 
slave woman he also owned. The owner-
ship of slaves cannot be excused, but Jef-
ferson also struggled with this idea and in-
cluded a paragraph in the first draft of the 
Declaration of Independence, condemning 
the practice. This paragraph was removed 
at the insistence of the Southern members 
who refused to sign the Declaration if that 
paragraph remained. Slavery started when 
the United States was a colony.

Here is the paragraph as written in the 
first draft.

“He [King George] has waged cruel war 
against human nature itself, violating its 
most sacred rights of life & liberty in the 
persons of a distant people who never of-
fended him, captivating & carrying them 
into slavery in another hemisphere, or to 
incur miserable death in their transporta-
tion thither, this piratical warfare, the op-
probrium of infidel powers, is the warfare 
of the CHRISTIAN king of Great Britni 
determined to keep open a market where 
MEN should be bought & sold he has 
prostituted his negative for suppressing 
every legislative attempt to prohibitor re-
strain this execrable commerce and this as-
semblage of horrors might want no fact of 
distinguished die, he is now exciting those 
very people to rise in arms among us; and 
to purchase that liberty of which he has 
deprived them, & murdering the people 
upon whom he also obtruded them, thus 
paying off for crimes committed against 
the liberties of one people, with crimes 
which he urges them to commit against 
the lives of another.’ 

Photo by Isa Covo.
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A Tuscan Dream in the Village: 
Sogno Toscano Celebrates the Magic of Italy’s Culinary Excellence
Taking on the Pandemic with Gusto in Its Continued Romance with New York

By Hannah Reimann with  
Caroline Benveniste

As you walk into the lovely storefront on 
the corner of Perry Street and Waverly 
Place, you will be greeted by samples of 
Prosciutto di Parma, Robiola cheese, fla-
vorful, sweet yellow and red cherry toma-
toes and taralli, circular biscuits that are a 
perfect complement to an aperitivo or wine. 
Pasta of the highest quality, in all shapes 
and sizes, sits alongside prepared sauces. In 
the back of the store, an espresso bar and 
counter where delicious Schiacciate sand-
wiches are created from the same cold cuts, 
high-quality cheeses, and arugula, is busily 
attended by baristas. Expect to spend more 
than you would in a supermarket for these 
treasures; but in reality, you wouldn’t find 
them there. The products at Sogno To-
scano are made or packaged by Tuscany’s 
top culinary artists, and carefully tested and 
chosen by the shop’s owners, Brian Persico 
and Pietro Brembilla.

Persico and Brembilla have a secret 
weapon for customer satisfaction and qual-
ity control: manager Matteo Prodani, who, 
in addition to opening multiple businesses 
in fashion and hospitality, had a ten-year 
career with The Four Seasons Hotels in 
New York, London, Milan and the South 
of France. The winning combination of 
these three gentlemen is part of what has 
so quickly made Sogno Toscano such a 
sought-after destination. Knowledgeable 
and soft-spoken, Prodani’s easy manner 
is the perfect foil for this beautiful eatery 
where the customers are relaxed, smiling 
and enjoying themselves. Sogno Toscano’s 
popularity is soaring this fall. With the 
good weather, customers can enjoy al fresco 
dining with live music on weekends.

Persico, whose mother is Irish, lived in 
Galway when he was very young. Brembilla 
was born in Milan where his family owned 
a furniture business. When they were both 
six years old, their families moved to Bol-
gheri. Bolgheri is the capital of the Super 
Tuscan region, famous for full-bodied Sas-
sicaia wine, among others.

Brembilla reminisced, “As kids, we were 
both perceived as outsiders in the small 

town and immediately gravitated towards 
each other. Everyone else was born or 
raised there.” Their friendship, which be-
gan when they were young children, has 
been a constant in their lives. They rode 
horses bareback, drove around on motorcy-
cles and cultivated many passions includ-
ing a second-nature knowledge of great 
food.  “It was the best time of our lives,” he 
said. They wanted to share their joy with 
the world.   

Their Sogno Toscano (literally, “Tuscan 
dream” in Italian) began when they were in 
their early twenties.

After graduating secondary school in 
2007, they made plans for their future. Per-
sico would be matriculating at a University 
in England, while Brembilla would be 
joining his family’s furniture business. As 
a last hurrah, they decided to take a two-
month vacation in New York. But once 
they arrived, they fell in love with the city 
and began to devise a way to stay on. While 
waiting tables at restaurants, they hit on 
the idea of importing and selling olive oil 
from both families’ non-commercial groves 
in Bolgheri, one of the most fruitful and 

agriculturally rich areas of Tuscany. Their 
fathers agreed to ship 100 cases of oil from 
Italy to New York. After the difficulties in-
volved in carrying the cases up the stairs to 
their fifth-floor walk-up, and storing them 
in their small apartment, they began ap-
proaching restaurants, but no one was in-
terested in buying the oil. Their next idea 
was to create labels for individual restau-
rants, each bearing the restaurant’s name 
and unique logo. This second attempt was 
more successful with a number of restau-
rants signing on to buy the product. 

They expanded their inventory, adding 
balsamic vinegar, pasta, canned tomatoes, 
and cold cuts. Their New York City clients 
include Union Square Cafè, L’Artusi, Mo-
randi, and Saint Ambroeus among many 
others. In time, they mounted a nationwide 
expansion, resulting in a very successful 
wholesale operation with over 4200 clients 
in the United States.

In April 2020, Sogno Toscano lost 90% 
of its business as restaurants closed due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic. They had to 
quickly pivot to stay viable. Persico and 
Brembilla immediately created an ecom-

merce site where consumers could now buy 
their products. They kept 98% of their staff 
employed and rehired the 2% that were 
let go after three months. They decreased 
salaries, cut their own pay and closed their 
Park Avenue office. They also decided this 
would be a good time to open a brick and 
mortar location. 

Persico said, “During the pandemic, Pi-
etro and I were reminiscing about the times 
of our youth back in Tuscany. We had a big 
passion for motorcycles, driving around 
picturesque hills in little towns. There 
would be a small salumeria, an Italian deli-
catessen, hosted by interesting characters 
knowledgeable about every product in the 
shop. Cycling tourists would go back to 
where they were staying to rent a car, then 
drive back to the salumeria because they 
bought so many things they wanted to take 
home with them. They were excited about 
their experience. We want to provide the 
same kind of experience in New York.”

“The concept of the combination espresso 
bar, market and wine bar is very familiar to 
us in Tuscany. We’ve adapted this concept 
to New York realities—a little more elegant, 
more refined and with excellent service, while 
being very much rooted in the Italian expe-
rience. Most of the people working here are 
Italians. The storefront is also a showroom 
for our chef clients. If one of them wants 
something that they taste here, we store some 
products downstairs and can make deliveries 
via truck or Vespa on the same day, another 
unique quality of our service to them.”

They admit that if it had not been for 
the pandemic, they would probably not 
have opened Sogno Toscano. Lower rents 
in the West Village made it possible for 
them to find the perfect storefront. There 
you can have an expertly prepared latte 
in the morning, accompanied by a deli-
cious pastry, a Caprese salad and Italian 
soda at lunch, and a glass of Chianti and 
a salumi plate in the evening, indoors or 
on the sidewalk terrace, served by a lovely 
waitstaff. 

“This spot here ties it all together,” 
Brembilla added with a smile.  

Please see the restaurant review on page 23.

Maggie B’s Quick Click
LIVE!  OPENING NIGHT ON OCTOBER 14 
at the SIGN OF THE TIMES Exhibit by Westbeth's 
resident artists, now running Wednesday-Sunday, 
1-6 p.m.,until November 13th.

Photo by Maggie Berkvist.

PIETRO BREMBILLA AND BRIAN PERSICO, the owners and creators of Sogno Toscano. 
Photo courtesy of Pietro Brembilla and Brian Persico.
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Eating & Drinking at 
Sogno Toscano

By Hannah Reimann with  
Caroline Benveniste

The culinary experience at this lively 
“Espresso Bar—Market—Wine Bar” is 
fun, health-conscious and more complex 
than one would expect from an establish-
ment that doesn’t have a kitchen on its 
premises. All the dishes are meticulously 
assembled from various Tuscan ingre-
dients and the presentation is elegant. 
Don’t expect to be rushed when you 
come here—quality comes first! If you 
have been to a salumeria in Italy, this will 
be familiar to you, but in a more elegant 
incarnation, filled with light, flowers, fra-
grance and fashionable décor. 

For breakfast or a late coffee, a cap-
puccino and plain croissant are house 
favorites. Shakerato—a shot of espresso 
shaken with sugar over ice with lemon 
zest—is an unusual and delicious option, 
but all the usual espresso drinks are of-
fered as well. There are more tempting 
pastries including a pistachio croissant 
(made with pistachio cream imported 
by Sogno Toscano) and a surprisingly 
scrumptious gluten-free almond choco-
late muffin.

Lunch is always busy at Sogno To-
scano. The Schiacciate (Florentine flat-
bread) sandwiches are satisfying, gener-
ously heaped with thinly sliced cold cuts 
or the right amount of Yellowfin Tuna, 
layered with various combinations of 
cheese, vegetables and condiments. 
There is always a vegetarian offering, 
and all the sandwiches come with fresh 
greens on the side. Mortadella with pis-
tachios, Guanciale, Culatello di Zibello 
(the most tasty and tender cut from 
the hip of the pig), exceptional salami 
and various prosciuttos are featured in 
the sandwiches and taglieri (salumi and 
cheese boards) and can also be pur-

chased at the counter by weight. No 
preservatives are used and nothing is 
overly salty.

For dinner, start with a Sogno Spritz, a 
brut Treviso Prosecco or Pinot Nero with 
the outstanding Burrata e Crudo. The 
plate looks small, however, the Prosciutto 
di Parma, aged for 24 months, and bur-
rata are rich—making this a good share-
able dish.

I’m most often a red wine drinker 
and the house Chianti DOCG (Tenu-
ta L’Ugo) 2012 is much higher quality 
than you might expect. The two Chi-
anti Classico wines are delicious, too. 
The house white is a bright, dry Ver-
mentino Uve Rara. All the wines are 
from Tuscany.

There is a Rosè and Orange Wine sec-
tion of the wine list, and from there, we 
selected the refreshing Maluna Trebbia-
no Toscano (Natural) 2020, paired with 
mouth-watering, seasoned cheeses like 
pecorino di fossa which nicely balanced 
the mineral quality of the wine.

We enjoyed the Salumi and Forma-
ggi Experience with glasses of Barbera 
D’Asti (Arbiola Carlotta) DOCG Supe-
riore 2015. I ordered a side of my favor-
ite cured meat, the bresaola (an air-dried, 
salted beef ), which melts in your mouth, 
on a bed of arugula. This autumn, the 
taglieri are served with fig mustard, but 
the condiments are rotated seasonally. 
The wines will change with the seasons, 
too. The delectable fig and onion mus-
tards are for sale by the jar, two of many 
Sogno Toscano brand products available 
on shelves in the store.

The full-bodied 2017 Assiolo Bolgh-
eri Rosso and 2013 Riverbero Superiore 
Bolgheri Rosso (both DOC Campo 
Al Noce) are paired best with the full 
taglieri of cheese and cold cuts. You 
might want to add a side of Prosciutto 
Toscana. Top anything you order with a 
freshly shaved Italian truffle for an ex-
traordinary treat.

For dessert, the Tiramisu tart, fruit 
tarts and cannolis are hard to resist. Even 
if you’re a bit full, give in, share one, and 
look forward to trying others during 
your next visit.  

The weather is getting colder and the 
al fresco tables and chairs are coming 
inside. Hot soups are being introduced. 
The counter bar near the espresso ma-
chine will be a place for networking and 
socializing over an aperitivo spritz or 
glass of wine, just like in Italy.

Sogno Toscano is a cashless establish-
ment. It is open Tuesday through Sun-
day, 9am to 10pm, closed on Monday to 
accommodate local chef tastings. 

THE SOGNO TOSCANO STOREFRONT  
on the corner of Perry Street and Waverly 
Place. Photo courtesy of Pietro Brembilla 
and Brian Persico.

©
2021 Bota Box Vineyards - botabox.com
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Ballet, Now

By Dana Jean Costantino

Dance class, why not! If you have nev-
er danced before or have in the past and 
want to get back into the groove, there is 
absolutely no time like the present to hit 
the dance floor. Ballet especially, has seen 
a resurgence in popularity in the recent 
months. Interest in everything from begin-
ners’ classes for adults to sales of tickets to 
theatrical performances are on the rise.

It could be since we were cooped up dur-
ing the pandemic that we are all in some way 
itching to move our bodies and to watch the 
great leaps and turns on the stage. 

Living in New York City offers us a 
unique opportunity to access classes and 
live performances daily. Dance schools have 
opened their doors once again for in person 
classes and there are great studios that you 
can drop into for a single class, like the Jof-
frey Ballet School, right here in the West 
Village, or Broadway Dance Center. Best 
part, no previous experience necessary!

Dance helps us personally and as a com-
munity in so many ways too. It can boost 
mood and increase flexibility as well as be 

an active part of a physical cardio routine. 
Dance also unites communities through 
performance and education. 

We are also about to come upon one of 
the most wonderful times of the year that is 
Nutcracker season. There is nothing quite 
like getting dressed up and heading to 
Lincoln Center to see the New York City 
Ballet in November and December for the 
holiday sensation that moves so many of 
us, of all ages, genders and, races. A true 
unification through dance and theater!

Whether you are about to put on your 
first pair of Ballet slippers or whether you 
are dusting off the ones that have been sit-
ting in your closet for a while, I hope that 
you find a feeling of happiness as you move 
across the dance floor and that your body 
feels just that much better for doing it. I 
also wish you luck in re-connecting with 
your dance community or meeting new 
friends and community members as you 
attend a class or performance. 

It is never too late to start or early for 
that matter! We could all use the joy of 
dance in our lives and lucky for us, we are 
in just the City during just the right time 
to do it! 

Conveniently Schedule ONLINE at SINYderm.com
or call (800) 778-3090

West Village 
67 Perry Street 
(212) 675-5847

Upper East Side 
69 East 70th Street 

(212) 988-4357

Park Slope 
76 7th Avenue 
(718) 238-0500

Upper East Side
69 East 76th Street

(212) 988-4357

VILLAGE VIEWS 
BY SUZE
on  view at

TAVERN ON JANE
Eighth Avenue at Jane Street

Through November 14th
          

SUZANNE McANDREWS
646-689-3475

starshowernyc@yahoo.com

POINTE SHOES: Ballet has seen a resurgence in popularity in the recent months. Photo by 
Dana Jean Constantino.
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Style on the Street: The Many Layers of Fall

Photos by Dusty Berke and Karilyn Prisco.Follow us on Instagram @styleonthestreet_WestViewNews
Submit your favorite neighborhood fashion looks for a chance to be featured.

JAY                  ALEKSANDRA                        AHMED                     JULS

JULIANA                KATELYN         JOSE & DOMENIC   LESLEY

YOUR FIRST AD FREE!
 

Imagine your ad on these pages, reaching residents throughout the West Village. 

The best deal in town: Your first ad free! Then 3 months at 10% off! 

Contact George Capsis at 212.924.5718
See westviewnews.org/rates for details
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Johnny!  
By Robert Heide

The book Johnny!, written by Michael Smith, 
playwright, essayist, publisher, the chief dra-
ma critic for the Village Voice during the sixties, 
tells the story of his tempestuous, drug fueled 
and ultimately tragic relationship with John-
ny Dodd who was a sometime waiter as well 
as the chief light-board genius at the Caffe 
Cino (1958 to 1968) at 31 Cornelia Street, 
the first place in Greenwich Village to pres-
ent original, mostly experimental and usu-
ally one-act plays written by fledgling play-
wrights such as Sam Shepard, John Guare, 
Jean Claude van Italie, Tom Eyen, Lanford 
Wilson, Billy Hoffman, Robert Patrick, 
Doric Wilson, Paul Foster, Tom O’Horgan, 
Harry Koutoukas, myself, Michael Smith, 
and many others including a writer named 
Alan James who thought he was Oscar Wil-
de and whose plays included World of Oscar 
Wilde, Fairies I Have Met and Dear Boy. A 
number of well-known actors appeared at 
the tiny Cino including Bernadette Peters, 
Robert DeNiro, and Frederic Forrest, who 
performed twice nightly shows for usually a 
three week run with extra midnight shows on 
weekends. Afterwards they passed the hat for 
money. Johnny, a small, adorable, wiry, long 
black-haired guy, sexy in bell-bottom pants, 
angelic but coupled with a devil inside had 
twinkling, mischievous eyes and was a unique 
collaborative theatre artist who innovatively 
created brilliant lighting for dozens of plays 
presented at the Cino and La Mama, Judson 
dance concerts, many Living Theater pro-
ductions, theatre festivals around the world 
and more. The book has an exhaustive list of 
the many productions Johnny lit from 1961 
to 1989. Smith includes commentary from 
many of the people who knew and worked 
with Johnny such as this from Peter Craig, an 
actor with the La Mama Troupe who was in 
the stage play Futz by Rochelle Owens both 
at La Mama and in its transfer off-Broadway 
and in the film version, all lit by Johnny:

“One of the things that Johnny did more 
than anyone was to play with you, with the 
actor. He’d light you for what you were do-
ing. If you followed his lighting, your per-
formance was there.”

And this from Sam Shepard:
“In those days light was not computer-

ized. It wasn’t a thing where you punch the 
numbers and the lights take care of them-
selves. All the lights were hand-operated. 
So here was this guy—and also stoned, I 
believe—anyhow he was having a great 
time—he was like playing with the actor. 
As the actor was going through stuff he was 
moving the lights. I just stood behind him 
for a while and watched, and I thought, this 
is unbelievable. Because here’s a guy who’s 
every bit as much an actor, every bit as much 
a part of the show itself as the actor, in fact 
is following the actor, moving with the actor, 
conducting the light, and I thought, wow, 
man, this is an artist!”

Reading the book I found myself hum-
ming popular songs that used the name 

‘Johnny’, most notably Johnny Angel. It was 
a huge hit in 1962 after it was recorded by 
Shelly Fabares, an actress who played the 
title character’s daughter on the Donna 
Reed Television Show. It was also a hit as 
recorded by the sublime Karen Carpenter. 
The lyrics went:
Johnny Angel, you’re an angel to me
Johnny Angel, how I love him
He’s got something that I can’t resist
But he doesn’t even know that I exist

Oh, Johnny Angel, ‘cause I love him
And I pray that someday he’ll love me
And together we will see how lovely heaven 
will be
Johnny Angel, you’re an angel to me

This song seemed to me the Johnny that 
Michael was writing about but I kept re-
membering recurring ‘Johnny’ songs includ-
ing the following two from World War I:

When Johnny comes marching home again, 
Hurrah, Hurrah
We’ll give him a hearty welcome then, Hur-
rah, Hurrah
Oh the men will cheer, the boys will shout, 
The ladies, they will all turn out
And we’ll all feel gay
When Johnny comes marching home

Johnny Doughboy found a Rose in Ireland
And she stole his heart with smilin’ eyes of blue
He said “Darlin,’ ‘tis my duty to make an 
American beauty
Of a sweet Irish Rose like you.”

As a young boy during World War II I 
loved listening to the Andrews Sisters, es-
pecially when singing one of their signa-
ture songs: 

Oh! Johnny, Oh Johnny!
How you can love
Oh! Johnny, Oh Johnny!
Heavens above
You make my sad heart fill with joy
So it’s Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny, Oh! Oh!

Other great ‘Johnny’ songs include 
Johnny, a song recorded by Marlene Diet-
rich in 1960, Johnny 99 by Bruce Spring-
steen, Johnny B. Goode by Chuck Berry, 
Handsome Johnny sung by Ritchie Havens 
at Woodstock in 1969, the Cardigan Bros. 
Everybody Loves a Guy Named Johnny and 
The Kinks’ Johnny Thunder. One of my 
favorite ‘Johnny’ songs is Johnny Guitar 
which was also the title of a movie star-
ring Joan Crawford who plays a tough 
frontier woman whose name was Vienna; 
she changed outfits switching from tooled 
leather cowboy boots, tight jeans, a ma-
roon, fringed cowboy shirt and bandanna 
to an extremely feminine billowing all-
white floor length dress (while elegantly 
playing piano in her saloon, ‘Vienna’s), 
all the while hopelessly in love with a guy 
named—yes—Johnny Guitar played by 
sexy blonde Sterling Hayden. Scott Brady 
plays the other ‘love’ interest, basically a 
bad guy all in black who is pursued by mad-
der than hell Mercedes McCambridge as 
Emma, a vituperative cattle rancher, but 
unfortunately Brady seems more interest-
ed in the young zealous ‘Dancin’ Kid’, one 
of his flashily dressed cowpoke buddies. 
Eventually Vienna and Emma pull their 
guns out and start firing recklessly in the 
air and at each other. Johnny Dodd told 
me once that he loved the movie; and the 
song with lyrics by Peggy Lee and a score 
by Victor Young hit number one on the 
billboard charts. The romantic score was 
played throughout the film, Sterling and 
Joan embracing and kissing passionately 
under a waterfall at the end.  

 
There was never a man like my Johnny
Like the one they call Johnny Guitar
I was always a fool for my Johnny 
For the one they call Johnny Guitar
Play it again Johnny Guitar

In Smith’s book I read that Johnny was 
Irish—his middle names Patrick Kennedy—
was born in New Orleans in 1941, dying of 
AIDS in 1991, and although I had always 
thought he was gay, was bisexual, married 
twice, and had a son, also now deceased. I 
met him at the Cino just down the block 
from his 5tth floor apartment at 5 Corne-
lia where he lived with Michael Smith and 
various others. This was the place where, in 
1964, the noted Judson dancer and Warhol 
superstar Freddie Herko, high on every-
thing—probably methamphetamine and 
acid combined— made a grand jete to his 
death five stories below. To augment his 
meager income from lighting, an unherald-
ed but essential aspect of any performance, 
Johnny sold marijuana and other drugs to 
select buyers. Once at his place, after smok-
ing some weed, I came down the stairs and 
felt myself sinking. When we reached the 
street I asked for a take-out coffee, which 
I splashed on my face. Then I took a taxi 
to Saint Vincent’s ER where they told me 
I had used marijuana that was probably cut 
with the disorienting chemical called ‘angel 
dust.’ Later, thinking of Johnny, I gave the 
name Angel Dust to a character playing a 

drifter in my play Suburban Tremens starring 
Paul Lieber and Mark Simon. At the Cino 
Johnny lit my play Moon one of the two 
plays I did at the Caffe Cino—the other 
being The Bed in which two young men in 
an oversized bed are stuck in an existential 
situation, drinking and drugging in a state 
of apathy and boredom. Moon—about two 
couples in Greenwich Village (with issues) 
starred Linda Eskenas, Bob Frink, Jim Jen-
nings, John Gilman and Lucy Silvay. One 
memorable Valentine’s Day performance 
Johnny switched all the lights to fire-engine 
red for the entire play. Afterwards the ac-
tors went to complain but Johnny had 
disappeared. Also, the audience that night 
thought it was a great performance, even 
commenting on the remarkable lighting. 
Later Johnny told me that he had to do it—
just once. 

No doubt his lighting was unusual and 
creative, and of the moment. Stunning ex-
amples of his work at the Cino included 
Dames at Sea or Gold Diggers Afloat starring 
the aforementioned 16 year-old Berna-
dette Peters and The White Whore and the 
Bit Player by Tom Eyen starring a blonde 
Mari-Claire Charba and brownette Jacque 
Lynn Colton. For a play of H. M. Koutou-
kas at the Actor’s Playhouse entitled Only 
a Countess May Dance When She’s Crazy was 
uncannily lit by Johnny and he also did the 
lights at the Judson Church memorial for 
Joe Cino, an emotional event marking the 
shocking death by suicide of the proprietor 
of the Caffe Cino in 1967. A scene from 
Moon, which had just had a successful run 
at the Caffe was performed by two actors, 
Victor Lipari and John Gilman, and lit by 
Johnny on the exalted stage of the Judson 
with all the colors of the rainbow. Gilman 
played Christopher, an artist who describes 
his paintings thus, “I paint circles mostly. 
Just circles. I’m kind of obsessed with cir-
cles, see. They are meant…I guess…to rep-
resent..ha..ha..the earth, sun, moon and all 
the other planets in the heavens, the solar 
system. I use many brilliant colors, electric 
colors, red, green, yellow…they hurt your 
eyes if you look at them too long…”  

In addition to Johnny! Fast Books Press 
published My Funny Valentine – Collages 
by John P. Dodd. In the years following 
the legendary days of the Caffe Cino 
many anthologies of plays and academic 
books have been published including The 
Off  Off Broadway Book, The Best of Off 
Off  Broadway, New American Plays, Caffe 
Cino: The Birthplace of Off Off Broadway 
by Wendell C. Stone, Playing Under-
ground by Stephen Bottoms, and Return 
to the Caffe Cino (edited by Steve Susoyev 
and George Birimisa) Encapsulating the 
kinds of plays being done in those years is 
the British dramatist Martin Esslin’s book 
Theater of the Absurd. 

My latest book Robert Heide 25 Plays is 
available at fastbookspress.com and on Ama-
zon. The collection has new essays on the 
performances of all of my plays over several 
decades with original never-before-seen 
photos and posters. 

JOHNNY! book by Michael Smith about 
the master lighting man at the famed Caffe 
Cino. Cover collage by Johnny Dodd.
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Welcome Back, West  
Village! Calendar 

November & December 2021
Varied events around the West Village including:

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9TH 7PM 

Arturo O’Farrill, 8-time Grammy-winning pianist playing a rare solo show
Cornelia Street Cafè Renaissance 
with Robin Hirsch, Master of Ceremonies
St. John’s in the Village Church 
218 West 11th Street

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12 AT 7PM 

Restaurant Sevilla    
Flamenco Night with live music and dancers

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 25, CHRISTMAS DAY AT 11AM 

Handel’s Messiah with the Strathmere Ensemble
45-minute condensed arrangement 
St. John’s in the Village Church 
218 West 11th Street
 

More December Events, details coming:
Winter Holiday Party 
Christmas Caroling 
Santa at McCarthy SquareNutcracker TBC

NEED A JOB...NOW?
WestView urgently needs some key people

   
   GO FUND ME MANAGER
   to design and manage a campaign

Call George 212.924.5718

New York Gregorian 
Chant Project
By John Davis

Come Sing Chant! After months of dis-
ruptions to life as we knew it, what are your 
priorities now? 

Seize the moment? Live more healthful-
ly, do things that matter, expand your ho-
rizons? Maybe have more balance, mind-
fulness, more moments to breathe? More 
peace? When our lives are upended, it can 
be a time to take stock. But also, a time to 
bring more brightness, optimism, and joy 
into our daily grind.

Here’s a quirky idea that supplies all the 
above: Come sing chant!

What?!! 
The melodies of the medieval monas-

teries have a soothing calmness that is a 
perfect complement to our busy lives. They 
are a treasure for all people, that can enrich 
your life, bit by bit, as you come to know 
them. And—speaking of expanding your 
horizons—you can learn to sing them!

If you’re someone who hums along with 
your earbuds, or sings out your favorite 
showtunes when nobody’s around, or an 
all-out singer who loves to use your voice, 
you will find these ancient chants engag-
ing and intriguing. It’s a different kind of 
music than most people are accustomed to, 
but it touches people deeply.

This music is from the first millen-
nium—ancient, contemplative, and pro-
foundly spiritual. The tradition of singing 
it, through the centuries, has been stron-
gest in the monasteries of Western civilisa-
tion. The words are in Latin (don’t let that 
scare you; it’s easy to pick up the pronun-
ciation!). The melodies are flowing arcs of 
graceful sound. 

This repertoire of medieval Latin chant 
(often referred to as “Gregorian chant”) is 
respected and admired by music profes-

sionals and everyday people alike. It has 
a level of artistry every bit the equal of a 
Bach or Beethoven, though the names of 
its composers have been lost to history. 
Its expressive and contemplative character 
resonates with sublimity and grace. 

It’s no secret that singing is a wonder-
ful activity for your body, mind, and spirit. 
Singing together with other people adds 
the dimension of being part of a team, 
maybe even making new and interesting 
friends. And think of the exhilaration of 
being right in the middle of the sound, 
bringing these melodies to life—and the 
challenge of mastering the subtleties and 
nuances that make these chants so expres-
sive and noble.

On November 16, the New York Gre-
gorian Chant Project is holding a commu-
nity-oriented evening called “Come Sing 
Chant!,” animated by Lawrence Harris. 
Everyone is welcome to gather together 
to learn and sing a selection of short and 
beautiful Gregorian chants, interspersed 
with brief video projections giving a 
glimpse of its history, manuscripts, and ar-
tistic development.

You and your friends are all invited! 
“Come Sing Chant!” takes place Tues-

day evening, November 16, at 7:30pm at 
St. John’s-in-the-Village (corner of 11th 
St. and Waverly Place, Manhattan). Free 
admission. Masks and vax, please. For more 
info, please email: ChantProject@stjvny.org. 

Lawrence Harris has been a visiting 
professor of Gregorian chant at the Catholic 
University of America, Washington, and 
Duquesne University, Pittsburgh. He has 
led chant seminars with many choirs and 
organizations including the Conference of 
Roman Catholic Cathedral Musicians.

GREGORIAN CHANT ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT in the Library of the Cathedral of Siena, 
Italy. Photo © Lawrence Harris, 2021.

Photo by Rema Sayge.
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